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Budget battle'begins
USNH see.ks $111 million .
By Bryan Alexander
The University sysi:em faces
·a long uphill battle in receiving
adequate fonds frorri the state
this budget year reported Claire .
Van U mmerson, Chancellor of
the University system of New
Hampshire, in her speech to the
student senate Suqday night.
U mmerson said the entire
University system .is taking a
"calculated'' risk in asking for
$111 mil-lion from the state·
legislature for the 1988 and 1989
school years.
She said in past years the
University Systems Board has
submitted highly inflated
budgets knowing that -the legislature would whittle it down to
' a significantly lower amount.
"In past years a wi_sh list was

submitted,.-, said Van Ummerson, "with everyone knowing
anl and understanding they
woul9-n't get ·it."
Thjs year the University
system cut the budget down
themselves, said Van U mmer-.
son, asking for "certain needs."
She said the plan will backfire
if the legislature continues to
hack away at the totals despite··
the realistic figures.
·
Van Ummerson divided the
budget up into two parts, the
base operating section and the
. program enhancement section.
' The base operating section
-is the section devoted to.running
the current University system
according to Van U mmerson.
"We fried to put in all that's
r:~quired .to operat~ the ~ niver-

s1ty systems as it.is," ·s he said.
The program enhancement .
section lists funds needed to
improve th~ image of the University system, said Van Ummerson. She said this "includes
all the new initiatives at UNH."
Van U mmerson stressed the
need for money towards more
falculty, especially for general
education courses. She said
President Haaland is "very.
sensitive" to this ..issue and he
is tntent on bringing do_wn' thestudent/faculty ratio.
More improvements to the
system's centers of excellence,
are the aquisition of equipment,
said Van U mmerson. She said
additional resources in the
library and lab equipmen~ for
the scienc~s were also budgeted.
The system had a couple of
, setbf1cks in the legislature which·
have put doubts in the minds
of supporters of the budget's·
success .
. The first 'setback c:ame TuesClaire Van Ummerson; Chancellor of the University System
day _nigh~ when the legislature

SENATE, page 5
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F:i\le_..finalists. to lecture
By M~rla Gt Smith
Five. final candidates have
been chosen from 215 applicants for a director of the Center
for the Humanities a't UNH. '
- These candidates will lecture
at UNH Feb. f7 throu·g h March

3.
Senate leaders at Sµnday night's meetjng. (Br.yan Alex~nder
photo).

Group Protests
SDSU calendars
By Cindy Mathieson
In front of Steve Bigler and

Final candidates are Charles. Karelis, Williams College and
, U.S. Department of Education;
Lou is Roberts, Syracuse University; Robert Fuller, Bradley
U nivetsity; Carol Hurd Green,
Boston College; and Andrew
McClean, University of
Wisconsin-Parkside.
According to David Andrew,
chairperson of the arts department and the search committee,
UNH advertised nationwide for

the position.
. "The search began in October
and gained national exposure,"
said Andrew. Advertisements
for the search appeared in such
•publications as the Chronicle
of Higher Education, arid the

The New York Times.
This nationwide search attracted applicants from 40
states, according to Andrew.
Ea_c h candidate will present
a public lecture at UNH. The
lectures are at 4 p.m. in Room
112 of Murkland Hall and are
open to faculty, staff and students.
The candidates are asked to
lecture since the director's position is a faculty position,

involvin teachin . "We wa

t

'
"Greeks First 1987 Women
of

SDSU (San Diego State University)" swimsuit c'a lendars being
Darin Mingo's MUB vending
sold were the objects of heated
table was a photo of a tanned
debate.
woman, whose arms covered
"They're imposing on other
·bare breasts, staring up from
people's choices," said Bigler,
the floor.
'
This and other pictures of referring to protesters blocking
his sales display .
._w('.)men had beeri spattered with
Carol Rensalaer said, "It
fake blood. Across the length
of her semi-clad body, bl~k constantly brainwashes women." These type of consumer
prison. bars had been drawn in
products are an imposition to
by protesters, and the message:
"Break the Chains."
.
' women by putting women in a
position where men can gawk
Last Friday protesters stood
at them, said Rensalaer.
I
griml'y between the sales table
When asked, neither Bigler
and a semi-circle_ofphotographs
.,
nor 'Mingo found the swimsuit
of women in bathing suits. Each
calendars offensive . .
picture had a feminist message
"The problem is with socie,
on it: "This body is Hers not
ty," said Mingo. He sl)ggested
Yours, These Posters Promote
the demonstrators·' actions
Violence Against Women, and
should take the form of talking
1 in 3 Womyn- are Raped."
to swimsuit manufacturers and
Police intervened twice as
to producers of the calendars.
tempers simmered and threaPopular opinion among demtened to boil over.
onstrators seemed to be, if they~ It was not business as usual
could stop people from buying ·
for these Entrepreneurial Manage me·n t 7 32 students. Wh-a t ,tpe calendars, ·it_',\-'.Ould be a.s.tep
Jarry tearns, ,or.gamzer O ' t'
, OU can ·
started as a cl.ass project, .accel,-·
page 6
·
,. give blood in the MUB all this week..- (Stu Evans pho~o)
erated into a _protest. · The

1

.SDSU,

'

.... ,'

;

to ·see_how they do in a lecture
situation," Andrew said. .
Each finalist will discuss their
scholarship, views on the humanities in general and vision
for the University's humanities
program.
Andrew said it was not easy ·
narrowing the 215 applicants
to five. However ; the search
committee was looking for
strength in three main areas in
each applicant: excellent scholarship, strength in -the humanities area, and administrative
experience.
.
"These lectures will .allow the
- wider University community
a good chance to see the finalists
UNH ·nas receiv·ed for its
Humanities Program," Andrew
said.
During the 1986-87 school
-year the Humanities Program
received two grants ' from the
Higher Education Association
· fh Washington D.C. B·o th grants
·exceeded $2-50,000.
'Tm proud to be at UNH. It's
HUMANITIES, page 7

Inside ·
Gary Hart, one of the
many presidential hopefuls to begin canv·a ssing
the Granite State, spoke
at a Dover restaurant
yesterday'. See story
page 3.
Sigma Nu +oak the
snow sculpture awa _
rd
again this year at UNH's
Winter Carnival. See photos_and sto_
ry, pa:ge:· 1'6:' .,.' .' ..
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Underwo od ,has unique aura
By Joanne Bourbeau
Underwood H9use is in the
. way.
_
A short beeping signal goes
off and the slight reverberation
from the explosion travels
across the floor slo\\;ly. Outside,
men string barbed wire across
the back side of the house,
blocking a path that once led ·
to Main Street.
They are not being . held
priso[!ers, but the occupants of
the Non-Traditional Student
Center at Underwood Hou·se
fee-l a little uneasy about the
proximity. of the construction
crew that is building the new
student health center in their
backyard -- with plans to dem olish their own building at the
end of the spring semester.
Their first floor office was
torn down in December to make
room for the construction equipment. '
The non-traditional students
consider Underwood House a
.c entral meeting place that re lates to their peer group (UNH
calls a non-traditional student
anyone over the age of 24). The .
destruction will not be one so
much of wood and brick, but of
the atmosphere that has generated here since fhe center
opened in 1983.
While many might think that
non-traditional students constitute a very small portion of
the studenr·population, Stewart
is actually one of over 750
students at UNH that do not
fit into the traditional 17-22-age
category'. The non-traditional
student program was estab-lished, in• f979• in :r_e s pon-se to '
their growing numbers. .
. According to recent education
sq1tistics, _over 0~1e-third ~ o( the

12.4 m_illion students attending sity of Illinois in 1970 because
college in the U .S. are over 25 she did not feel directed.
years old. It is projected that
"Knowing the Cenfer is here
by 1990, over half of the college gives me a certain sense of
students in this country will be security," says Stewart.
in the non-traditional age range.
This woman who speaks of
Unique is the only word to _ security in school is no stranger
describe the atmosphere at to the word. Stewart left a job
Underwood House. The Non-· as the manager of a successful
T~aditional Student Center ad agen~y in Chicago and reboasts .a living room with a turned to school.
fireplace, a kitchen, and study
"Where I was in the ·work
space.
environment, I felt I needed ~ ·
Six students begin, a Friday college education," she says.
afternoon ritual and dig into .
The reasons for returning to
pizza from the Tin Palace, . school vary, as do the things that
placing their 75¢ donation into · make each non-traditional stua tin cup . They ·each find a dent "non-traditional." Howa window at Underwood House.
. comfortable spot on the tweed ever, each student shares similar Sunlight streaming in
·
furniture or on the floor, facing fe.elings of isolation and inse- (Stu Evan_s photo)
each other and a small brick curity .about being in a different tional.
, to . the campus one hour ·and, 15
"It goes beyond 'Hi! What.'s minutes every da'y. She ·admits
fireplace.
·
age group than the majority.
They seem comfortable here,
that the Center was one of the
Support is one way the Non- your major?' " he says.
Non - traditional students deciding factors in her enr,ol like they would feel in their own Traditional Student Center supphave experienced the world lmem.
living room.
lies its important services.
The country-styl_e kitchen is
Hodge spends her two-hour
Stewart says she enjoys the outside of school, and ·have been
decorated in blue and' white younger stude·nts at UNH, but through similar experieq_ces, break betW<:;en-classes ev€ry day
curtains. Coffee and tea are finds their interests different says Scott.
· to come here to eat, study, and
s ·i nce most non -traditional talk with people'from her same
available for 25¢. a cup, and soft_ thah her own.
drinks are in the refrigerator
"It's nice to be with people stude,nts have the additiona,I age group.
for 50¢ . Everything is based on of a variety of ages at the burdens of lost study skills,
"I like this much better than.
families, and outside jobs, the . the Transfer ,. Center," · says .
the honor system. .
Center," she says.
A large, hand-made sign
Lesley Buchanan, student and ·Center's usefulness extends ro Hodge. "It just .'won't 'be the
tovers an area of wall space. It staff member for the Center, workshops on such things as same when the building is taken
says "Welcome to the Non- admits that "sometimes you can note -taking and exam prep·a- down."
noisy, Non-crowded, Non- feel like you're at the right place ration, networking groups, soAccording to Jane Andrews
i m p e r o n a l , N o n - at the wrong time."
cial get-togethers and forums.
Tuttle, program coordinator for
Stewart regrets not being able the Non-Traditional Studenc
nonsupportive, Non-traditional
"There's a great need for
student center."
people who understand - who to take advantage of some of the · Center, future participation in
Upstairs are two large study can be there when it seems like workshops because of her course the pn;>gram may depend on
rooms provide desks, chairs, and you'r~ floundering," says Buch- load arid outside r~sponsibilities. , the_ir new location.
,"
"" · "That's s'omething that could
typewriters. And before the anan.
. He'r hope is it wi'll be cen.traliy
construction began - silence.
Matt Scott, program assist~nt have helped me tremendously," located, and will fill their needs
"The Non-Traditional Stu- for the Center, says it took hirn she says.
_
for a conducive atmosphere and
As for the building's demo- flexibility of space.
dent Center performs a vital · two years at UNH to get to the
"I just hope 'that the transifunction," says Linda ,S tewart, poi?F where, he c<;>~l1. r.~cog~f?e litio_n, some have very strong
feelings. _'; ' ,.
·'
: : ' tion can be made smoothly, ah,d
a· 34-year-old wife and mother. people on·the street.
She enr'olled at UNH l~st fall
· ,'). .c~,ne to' t,he .Centeceve.n e.a,dy e,nQugh to le-r s t udent s1
Scott fin.ds the 're-lationship
after •1?S·~year .hiatus frorri" between ·n oh~triditional ·s hi~-- before I applied to UNH," says . know whern they can: find us
_scho_ol. .Stewart lefrthe Univer- dents _d ifferent from the ~radi-: Suzanne Hodge, who commutes
next semester," says Tuttle.
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NEWS .IN
I

_S oviet says Jewish dissi,
dent was released .

Spanish student protests.
continue

Moscow-A· Sovie-r Official on Am-e rican tele · ,,·
visio~ said Iosif Z. Begun was released
'.
The announcement was made · by Georgi · A.
. Arbatov, director -of theSoviet Institute of the us ·
and Canada, while ori the CBS news program "Face
IS
the Nation."
.
.
.
.
_ Begun's wife and son sa~d they __ had_nouecei:v<:;d · ~
any official notice, though.
.
. .·
Begun' s plight ~ad become more c6nm;>vers1al,
' because la st week th ere were man·y ,supporters . , Tulsa'--Even though the evangelist Oral Roberts's
'. prJ)tes-ting his inprisonment. At first theY: were
allowed, but since then undercover polic~ have ·· . plea for more ~mopey was not accepted by many
broken up the protests with increasing vio lence. , . ·· · ·. jn the· .US, life continues to go on as normal at his
Hi-s release would be one of the numero'1's the . : religious university.
.
RussiaQ government has given since rhey freed .f: , ·. The:_ plea, which Roberts says was given to him
· Dr. Andrei D .. Sakharov- from internal exile' in, £~om God,. said he needed· to raise $4.5 million by
April or-God would "call him home."
December.
,...
. · The money is needed to fulfill an $8 million goal,
whkh would fund a missionary medical team to
. send evangelical doctors around the world .
.·. Robens told the ·students about God's message
in March, but there was no resentment: Last month
1
wh,en he told it to hi~ television audience, there
were immediate protests and approximately 12
.s tations questioned broadcasting the show.
Officials said $1.6 million was received in eady
A group of Y~le undergraduates er~cted a symbo_lic
January, but they have refused to release more current
Soviet gulag in fron_t of the university's main
statistics.
administration building Sunday.
.
The gulag.d_isplayeq_10 tombston,es "that are
supposed to show the victims of Soviet oppression;? ,·
according to a spokesman for the :gr.Pup, named ·
. the Committee for Freedom. ·
·
The gulag was constructed less .than_100 ya_rds ..
froip. a shanty erected last April..tp. l:'ro~eS:t aparthied'. .. , :"
The group planned the constru,ctton for· a month,; ,·
but .decided to build th~ gulag to coinciqe with the ·
-1-~iri.n&~w..,~Y. ~.,ri~S1.".Amtrik11>'.'~,, 'I.' _, n,{,.fdU."t .~ ,, '; I '\H~1] , i ••

Infamous· .or·al .Ro'herts.
ple·a. • a· cce· pted by h_ 1··s
d'
.
StU entS ;·

Yale undergrads· ·erect ·
mock gulag

<

•

Madrid-Borh high school and college students
have been protesting their countries educational policies for two 'months now.
The studen't s are most upset with college
admission standards, whifh they feel are too hard,
an.d the bleak economic outlook of their c:ountry.
Admittance to a university requires passing a
single, four-hour examination .. Although officials
say 80 percent pass the test within' their first two
tries, students feel it is unfair that four years of
high school are not taken into account.
The youths are also upset with the high
unemployment rate, which is 45 percent ·for people
aged 16 to 24. The overall unemployment rate for
Spain is 21 percent, the highest in ,Europe.
· The problems are further dramatized, because
these youths are the children of a baby boom
generation from after the Spanish Civil War.
V

Lakers ·heat Celtics and
claim best record
Los Angeles-Magic Johnson scored 39 points
in leading the Los Angeles Lake rs to a 106-103
victory over the Boston Celtics
·
The Celtics kd by 17 with 5 minuteS' left in the
third quarter, but with Kevin McHale (23 points)
and Robert Parrish (20 points) benched with four
fouls each, the Lakers came back. .
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar barely kept alive his 742
co_nsecutive game streak .of scoring in double figures
by scoring two free-throws r.o win the game, which . ·
gave hi~ -~ !?ta} of ~~':1 point~:t .,, _1,. 'v , 1 v; ' J ,; •,, 0
.... <, ~]\{ ~ ,)'H ..... • \~ C .,\ i •,
. ' ~,..' ,_ ' l -t .
. ·,
·
•
c ... ,_.-1_, .• .,.r,• -_, , >-. r>f -uG
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Hart stres s~s NH impo rtanc e

Presidential hopeful Gary Hart. (Marla G. Smith photo)

• ·1·fat•1ure
Me c h an1ca
· k
/th re"ar t ens·seabroo
·

·

·

..

.

By Peter HarlSOf!
·projects, Branch Three, Region
It ~as an "Unusual Event"
I of the Nuclear Regulatory
chat .occurred at the Seabrook
Commission (NRC) in I,<:ing of
pJant lase W~dnesday.
Prussia, Pennsylvania, said,
"Ir's a typical e~ample of
"Any opening if} the containSeabrook's broken trust and
m~nt is considered safety relat~
promises," said Robert Cushing,
ed ... had the · plant been in
New Hampshire state repreoperation, it would have been
senracive for che town of Searequired to go into a cool-down
brook. Cushing has been arrestof the ·reactor."
,.
edar least eight rimes protesting
Moreover, Wenzinger said
the controversial Seabrook nuthat the plant had exactly one
cle,a r power plant since the day
hour (until 3: 10) to fix this
gro·und was bnjken fo.r it on
problem before labeling the
Aug. 5, 1976.
·incident an "Unusual Event,"
Once again the credibility of the second lowest of five emerSeabrook is being questioned; gency classifications .. Seabrook
Last Wednesday at 2: 10 p.m.
is then supposed to notify the
there was a mechanical failure
Massachusetts and New Hampwic_h a pin in the linkage of the shire scare sa{ecy officials along
interlock valve that operates with the NRC.
the doors to che containment .
"They waited until they fixed
equipment airlock.
the valve at 3:25 before declarInside che containment air ing and undeclaring the· 'Un·p ressure is kept slightly lower usual Event' at . 3:30," said
than the outside. This -is to Wenzinger.
prevent radiation fr.om being
According to Wenzinger,
released into. the atmosphere Seabrook_violated federal regin case of a leak inside the ularions by notifying the NRC,
containment.
N.H. and Ma. officials lace.
The equipment airlock is a Wenzinger said that N.H. was
· chamber between the outside notified at 3:39, the NRC ·ar
atmosphere and the inside of 3:43, and Ma."at 4:00 p.m.
the containment. The purpose
Wenzinger· said there would
of the airlock is to maintain the b~ an inspection this week into
lower air pressure inside the the matt:er that will take a couple
comainment.
'
· of days.
·
le was the mechanical inter"In this case the mechanical
lock that prevents both doors aspect is trivial," said Wenzinfrom opening at the same rime ger. "We are more concerned
that failed. Both doors failed with their administration's deto shut and the plant is waiting lay in reporting the problem."
for_. a. low p~:n ver tes~ing license
so It IS not m operat10n.
However, John Kyte said,
''Bur what-if the plant was "We notified the NRC and the
operating and both doors had state of New Hampshire within
failed to open," said Cushing. the proper time con st raints.
"This proves that the so- called Everything was done accordiqg
safest nuclear power plant in to th e regulations except for the
the world is not infalfible."
notification of Massachusetts:
According co John Kyte, spo- Because of their i:-e}usal to
kesperson for New Hampshire participate, .there was some
Yankee, builders of the plant, confusion about wh? to call."
"There is no way this could have
Kyte was- referring to Mas~sed a threat co_public sa~ety"." .. SEABR:001(

; !_h.1~J~..d;, ~~IJ~IN~t!,.,,~lu~f pf , . ,..,, . -.

p~g~ s· . -

r"".'. ~..,"

By Robert Bosworth
and a runaway nuclear arms
With the New Hampshire race" as failed policies of the
primary (>ne year away, ·presi·- Reagan presidency.
Regarding the · arms race,
dential candidate Gary Hart got
an early jump on his Democrac- Hart said now is a ·:unique
tic challengers . in the Se.acoast opportunity' to end the arms
area Monday by attending a race" since the Soviet leadership
· luncheon at Cranberries Res~ , of Mikhail S. Gorbachev is
relatively new and soon Go rtaurant in Dover.
While at the restaurant, Hart, bachev will have to return to
the former senator of Colorado, his agenda.
Calling education and trainheld a brief press conference
before 100 peop1e including ing "the key to the 21st century
supporters and New Hampshire for Ame'rica," Hart proposed
De·mocra.ts. In addition tO vo~ several changes in the area of
icing his. views on var iou.s issues, education, including more schoHart stressed the importance larships and student loans. Hart
of New Hampshire's first in the , . said these reforms will not
require additional money since
natiO[l: presidential primary.
"New Hampshire has the they could be funded by fees on
opportunity and responsibility liquor; cigarettes- and imported
to test candidates on the highest oil.
Hart voiced his opposition.
possible standards of leadership," said Harr. "There's a , to the Strategic Defense Initi challenge in New Hampshire ative•, calling it a "dangerous
to scrutinize candidates. A year doctrine" and a "huge gamble"
from now tne candidates that since it changes U.S. policy from
win will be legitimate because one of deterrence to defense.
of the scrutiny in New Hamp- If the United States implements
shire."
SDI, Hart said US policy will
Since 1952 no candidate has be one of "fire away and we'll
won the presidency without first knock down your bullets."
Hart also urged voters to elect
winning the New Hampshire
primary. Hart won the 1984 leaders with competence and
New Hampshire primary and character to deal honestly and
received national prominence fairly with the American public.
but eventually lost tj:ie Demo- Concerning the Iran-Contra
cractic nomination to Walter scandal, Hare said President
Mondale.
Reagan owes the United' States
Hart said the 1988 presiden- - people further explanation.
-tial election could be "one of · . "Reagan claims to be_a strong
the most important ever because pres.ident but part of -being a
the next president will inherit strong president is co force
the troublesome legacy from people around you to reveal
informa,t ion," Hart said.
this (Reagan) administration."
According to one- poll, Hart
Harr cited the "domestic debt,
erosion of foreigo policy ro the is already running well in the
pbinr -cqu~tries can't trust us state. Han drew a 41 -percent

sh.a re .of 360 Democrats surveyed in a recent poll conducted
by UNH students and faculty.
Following Hart were Massachusetts Gav. Michael Dukakis
at 19 percent and New York
Gov . Mario Cuomo with 16
percent.
Douglas Lachance, a New
Hampshire representative from
Barrington, was skeptical of the
poll's results. "If the election
were held today, he (Hart)
·would win, but a year from now
who knows."
UNH Professor of Communications Donald Smith- attended
the luncheon because it was a
cha.nee tO talk to a national
frontrunning can9idate. Smith
said Hart's chances of winning
the nomination are good and
added "no one from the Republican side is dynamic."
University of Pittsburgh Communications Professor Michael
Weiler said Hart's biggest prob-·
lem will be to project an.image
of strength_and firmness.
"In 1984, Hart was more
an intellectual and he didn't
seem to have the personality
to go against Ronald Reagan,"
Weiler said. He added Hart will
have to couple moderate stands ,
with strong stands if he is to
project an effective leadership
style.
Heidi Sheldon, a junior communications and English major,
said she attended the luncheon
. out of curiosity . .._
"I wanted co. ·g et an· idea of
the upcoming election. I was
impressed by his personality and
I chink he has a good chance .of
winning."

of

Pane l discu sses WWIIl threa t
By Terri Dudek
"I want people to think about
the reality of World War III and
it's not something you'd like to
think about," said Denise Prescote, a member of the Commit. tee im Central America (COCA)
at the committee's No Business
As Usual Panel (NBAU) lase
Friday in che MUB.
"NBA u is a network char
cries to unite for action against
World War lII," Prescott said. ,
NBAU speakers included c.
Clark Kissinger, an organizer
of Students for a Democratic
Society ·(SDS), John Gerassi,
professor of political science,
Trac, a member of the. Washingt:Qn, D.C. lesbian community,
and Joe U rgo, a member of
Vietnam Veterans United to
Prevent World War III.
Kissinger discussed the credibiliry of the United States
government. "People hav~ a
jaded view of what goes on in
Washington," Kissinger said.
Kissinger described Star
Wars as "a, program designed
to clean up after the first strike."
He added Star Wars can only
work if the United States strikes
first.
Aside from SDI, Kissinger
said "The United States has
retaliatory capa·bility up the
ya?OO."
Kissinger likened Star Wars·to a game show, explaining
control belongs to the person _
who .presses a button first. He
said students have' a -"'collective
responsibility" to stop the arms
race.
Gerassi emphasized war poter:itial with L~tin America. He

r-¥-• • ' - ~ , . . ,-cr." cL· _• •

practical plans for a war in Latin
America.
Ge'rassi discussed United
States support ~)f "vicious dictators" in Larin America. He
said reformers do not rule in
Central America-becau se the
United States needs raw materials and cheap labor of Latin
America.
" - Gerassi informed the audience of alledged CIA drug
trafficking with Central America. According to Gerassi, the
CIA has exported cocaine from
Costa Rica for the sole purpose
of trans ortin arms to Costa

Rica .
. ''We ar~ being led into a path
of invasion in Central America,"
Gerassi said.
Trac compared the present
situation of women with that
of pre-World' War II by saying
the government i-s "heating
women back into an old, narrow
role." She said this· movement
is . aimed at ."World War III
preparation.
.
.. Urging women to act, Trac
said "Women are necessary to
·have World War III and (they
WWIII, page 7

Supporters of Lyndon arouche1hantling.·out' lite'rat11i-Fe' i•n· the
sa-I~L.tbe,~U.rute.d ,S t.a.t €S : has ,_M,{)lJ, !Stu, Ey~~~,J>Jl9lQt. ,.,. .. ,.,' • .•-' ,, " · '" "·' · · 'c• • •·.T • :r -•,. -· •• ,· ,· ~ •
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Who .do you support
and w h .y ?..

A re-cent' UNH/WMUR Poll has VicePresident George Bush and former Senator,
Gary Hart as the frontrunners in the 1988
presidential election.

I

• "I'd say Gary Hart.
It's .t ime to have .a
. democratic view in the
·h ouse for a change. l
think he has good pictures to go·by.''

.

_ ;''Bush, because I think
he's-alot smarter than
alot of people give him
dredit for. He seems
very intellectf!al guy
who thinks be/ore he ·
speaks"

. David Ballam
Sopbmore
Forest Resources

. '! I would have to say
George Bush because ·
I really haven't re-·
searched the topic
enough. Voting for ·
Bush would be out of
party loyalty.''

"I'd vote for Bush be- ·
cause in the /'84 election
· Gqry Hart never lis·----fined to his campa~gn
·people, and if he was
elected, · he probably
wouldn't listen to his
cabinet''

"'

John Bolton
Sophomore
:]iconomics

.

. Greg Farkas· ··
House Director
Hunter Hall

Scott Ha!ch,' Freshman
Political Science

f

·The Prog,:al'Tlming Fufld Organization.

is looking for a ...
1

.·.

'BUSINESS MANAGER
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Senate Briefs

-1

By Bryan Alexander
The University administra- the Arts/Lecture senes to .
tion is providing funding for $19,500. ·
the mock U.N. -trip for rs
Griffith said MUSO will be ·
sJudents; according to Student focusing more on ' the lecture
Body President Jay Ablondi.
series, which has been very
The senate voted down fund:.. successful in the pas.t, while
ing for the trip last week, stating. maintaining the MUB pub.
it was the U niversity's ·responThe senate's budget for next
sibility to send the students.
year allots $ 100 (from $400 to
"We saved some money by · $500 a year) raises to each
not covering itt said Ablondi, council chairperson ana raise.s
· "and made a point."'
' for the president and vicelThe student senate is review-1, president positions.
ing· the budgets of student · Both budgets were tabled .
funded organizations for next · -until next week.
year. Budgets for the Memorial
PFO, which funds UNH acU nioH Student Organization tivities not covered by the
(MUSO), Programming Fund Student Activi-ty Fee ·had it's
Organization (PFO), the stu - budget p-assed. This budget
dent senate, and Scope were called for an increase in the
discussed.
advertising ·section which will
MUSO's -budget reflects a al.low o,rganizations to better
shift in the program's direction, advertise · PFO sponsored
according to SAFO business events.
manager Jim Griffith. MUSO
_PFO business manager Chris
asked. for a $4000 increa.se in Head, who is graduating this

PAGE FIVE

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 17
semester, received two rohrids
·of applause from the ~enate for
Men's Basketball-at Hartford
two years of dedication as business manager.
W:omen's Ice Hockey-at Brown
. Scope's budget was passed
with appropriate funds for new
Red Cross · Valentine Blood Drive-Granite State Room, MUB,
staging which meets the requir19 a.m.-3 p.m. .
·
ments for most bands.
1 Warner Jones, Student AcWomen's Studies Seminar Series-"Feminist Jewish Women's
Voices: Diversity and Community.,, Carroll/Belknap :Room,
tivity Fee Council chairperson,
MU~, 12:30-2 p.m.
.
.
-said preliminary ,bids are being
made for the Psychedellic Furs,
WEDNESDAY~ FEBRUARY 18
the Hooters, and Howard Jones, ·
He said one of these groups
Men's Hockey-at Boston College
would be ac€epted, assuming the ·
bid is accepted and barr'i ng r~om
Red Cross Valentine Blood Drive-Granite State Roo~, MUB,'
10 a.m. -3 p .m.
'
. .
conflicts.
_
1 Students For the University
Computer Science Colloquium -"Knowledge Acquisition Via chairperson Liz Gibbs reported
focremencal Conceptual Clusteri,ng," by Douglas Fisher, .
that Kate 'Iacovelli has been
made -chairperson for a commit- · U nive~sity of Califor£?,ia at Irvine. Room 310, Kingsbury,
3:40 . p.m. Open to public..
·
,
tee for improvement of the
senate. Gibbs said only two
' Women's Basketball-vs. Hartford, Field House, 7 p.m.
senators showed up for the first
/senate· improvement meeting
THURSDAY,
FEBRUARY 19
.
.
and urged support . .
Last day to withdraw & qualify for 1/2 tuition refund.
1

'~

,

~

--------SENATE--------

. Red Cross Valentine Blood Drive-Granite State Room,. MUB, •
(continued f~om page 1)
10 a.111 .-:1 p.m.
·
Van Ummerson said they had the~New Hampshire system. ,
reviewed Govenor Sununu's
'Brown B~g It At The Galleri.es -Concert: Marjorie Forbes,
proposed 1988-1989. capital already budgeted for a small _ "I've been in public education-'eiano_; ~o~ert St:iare, clarinet; Margaret Blickle, viplin.
,funding, which gives the Uni- iricrease in tuition. This came . ~l systems all my life," said Van_
Gallenes, Paul Arts, noon .
·
.
out
to
$100
for
in-state
students
Ummerson.
'Tm
used
to
having
~versity litde money.
it much more supported."
On top of the _University and $400 for out-of-state.
E~ith Scientes Colloquium-· ·_snowmelt 'Hydrology at Sl'eepers
She ,said any more of an
Van Ummerson said she was
River Re~earch Watershed, Danville, Vermont," by Tim
s'ystem's capital budget list was .
Pangburne, U.S. Ar.my Cold Regions Research Engineering
three milliQn dollars for ren- increase would be too much. She recei.ving positive respo _n ses
Lab, Hanover, NH. Room 119, Jan)es, 4 p.m. ,
ovations of the field house, This _ used th_e fact that 75 percent of from state legislatures though·
all UNH students receive some but she didn't know where this
was bypassed by the governor
' Lecture-Researc~1 Collaboration with Undergraduates. Dr.
·
along with the next priorities. · form of financial aid to prove support would lead. _ ~
Joa~ Be_nnett, Director Un9ergraduate Research Pro'grnm,
her point. This is one of the
"They understand the need
The only money the UniveilJ nrv. of Delaware, New Englan~i Center, 4: 15 p.m . .
highest rates iµ the country. '
of t-he system and they are very
_.sity is listed to receive for ~apital
"It's high. because of the high supportive," she saicl. \'The big
- funding is $425,000. Of this,
Lari"n American Film Series -"Larino." Challenges American
tuition,'' said Van Ummerson. question ma-rk is how ·does
$300,000 will go towards asbesgovernment's official version of its _military involvement
"We are beginning to push · support turn into ~ctual dolm Nic~ragua. Murkl'and Auditorium, 7 p.m., $1,
tos removal, and $125,000 will
.
.
tuition so high our students are lars?"
·
·pay for the instillation of hanjust not going to be able to come · 'The president will rely on · MUSO Film-"Coca-Cola Kid." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and
dicapped -facilities.
9:~0 p.m, students $1, general $2.
back."
student help in the having
Van U mmerson agreed that
Another
reason
she
cited
for
·
UNH's
voice
heard
in
the
lecQnsidering the little money
_· University Theater-"Temptations." ·Hennessy Theater, Paul
the high tuition is the ·lack oJ gislature said Van TJmmerson.
funded and the ·porp ortion of
Arts, 8 p.m.
.
.
.
·
.
.
'·
support
by
New
Ham·pshire
"We
have
.our
work
cut
out
students aff~ped by these imresidents. The U niversit-y ·sys- for us" agreed Liz Gibbs, Seuprovell}ents, the move was "a
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 20
tern receives $43 per capita froin dents For the University Chairslap in the face"' by the govenor.
these residents, the lowest in person. "Student voices have
Last day to drop or diange to audit without, Dean's approval
"Lthink it shows ·in this bi($25 per course late fee continues to ~1pply.)
the country. The next lowest - to be h~ard."
annium the govenor has other
priorities," she said.
~~ceives 1_00 _pe_r~en~ mo:= than
Last_ day to cu~y 1nore than 20 credits ( undergrad) or 16.
The second setback came on
credits
(grad) without a surcharge. ._ , _ · _
·
Thursday when the go~e~or
announced his state budget
Red Cross Valentine Bl9od Drive-Granite State Room, MUB,
proposal. Of the _$2. 7 billion
10 a.m. -3 p.m.
dollars proposed for the entire
budget, Sununu sugges_ted $98 ·
Electrical & Computer Engineering Seminar-"_Digital Trend
Dete~tior:i an~ .Linear Prediction for Si_gn_al Level Detection
million out of the ,$111 million
Appl1cat1ons, by Dr. Randy Avent of Lrncoln Laborato-ry. should go to UNH. ·.
·
(603)
6q9-6447
.
R_oom \1 I 0, Kingsbury, 11: IO to noon, free, open to the public.
·. If Sununu's request is passed - ,
by the legislature the University
Film -"ThroughJoy and Beyond,n Part 2. Murkland Auditorium,
will · have· to come up with
7:30 p.m., $1 donation.
..
/ .
.
.
alternative mearis of making up
Word
Processing
•
Transcription
the difference. This, said Van
University _The?_t:er-"Temptations." Hennessy Theater, Paul
Durham,-New Hampshire
Um me rson _, w.ould come
Arts, 8 p.m.
- - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - -- - throug~ _student's tuition.
CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB.
1

.

'

·*word Association
rrypmg •

(Observe deadlines on proper forms)

·reE ·WHITTEMORE SCHOOL .
·1NFO-RMATION AND APPLICATIOJ\IS ARE
'AVAILABl£ AlTHE GROUP MEETINGS SCHEDULED:
·

.-

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is ·published and distributed semiweekly tJiroughouc the academic year. Our offices are located in Room
151 of che Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham; N.H. 03824. Business. .
Office hou~s: ~onday - F'rida~ 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
$24.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
_c he.ck their ads the first day. The New Hampshii;e will in no.case be
i:esponsible for typograph•-:al or ocher errors, but will reprint that ·part
_ of an ad~ertisemenc in which--a typographical error appears, if notified
' immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire, .
151 MUB, UNH, Durh~m, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printe,d per issue .
by ]o.urnal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.
·
•

IS .ACCEPllNG INTERCOLLEGE ;TRANSFERS
. BETWEEN FEBRUARY 16 AND FEBRUARY 2b

t

.

I_

Monday, February 1&,' 8:30-9:00 il.m. (McC 210)
Tuesday, February 17, 3:30-4:00 p.m. (McC 318)
Wednesday,_February _18, 8:30-9:00 a.m. (McC 201)
Thursday, February 19, 1:00-1:30 p.m. ·(McC 204)
Friday, Fe·bruary 20, 8:30-9·:oo a.m. ·(McC 201)

Sen•i11,: the University since 1978
T-Shirts
. • Hoocled Pullovers·• Totts • Baseball Caps
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs

W~ITFE_
MORE ADVISING CENTER
MC·C O.NNELL 862-3885
.
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OTICES

_.I

ACADEMIC

(continued fro ~ page 1)

-

GENERAL

a slice,

PIZZA LUNCHES: Pizz~ for 75 <; t~) $1
Fridays, Underwood House, noon to 1 p.m.

WASHINGTON INTERNSHIP INFORMATION AL MEETING: Applications for summer and fall
internships ~h Washington, DC are currently be_ing
~ccepted. Meeting for any students interested.
Thursday, February 19, Room 212, McConnell,
12:30-:, L':30 p.m. Open to all majms.

UNH HORSEMAN',S CLUB TOUR OF ROCHESTER EQUINE CLINK: All members welcome .
Friday, February 20, meet at Light Horse Center, ·
(transportation provided) ·?i: 15 p.m.

ATH LETICS AND REC.REATION

UNH SKI CLUB STOWE WEEKEND : Sign u,p
for ski trip r-o Stowe, Vermont for weekend of
February 20-22 on Wednesday o'r Thursday in the
MUB at Lh~ balcony table between 11 a.rri . and 1
p .m. I.,nformation: 868-5 369.

- LITTLE ROY AL LIVESTOCK SHOW SIGN UPS:
Any interested UNH student may sign up to show
a horse, sheep, beef or da)ry before. February 20
at Kendall, Barton· or MUB TV Room shelves.' Get
invoived, have fun .
·
..
.

- CAREER

HEALTH

JOB FAIR,: Make employer contacts· on Wednesday,
~ ,.
.
·
.
· February 18, St. Anselm's College, Manchester, OP~~_ALCOHOLICS ANONY~O(!S ~EETING:
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Over 100 employers represented. , . lnd1v1duals concerned abqµt th_e1r drmking or ~rug
·
.
11se are we!come: \Wedne~qays,-WolffJlouse_, noon-•
.
.
. . . .. ,
INTERVIEWING WORKSHOP~:.-Make the moSt " 1 p.rn. ,
:f
of your interviews! Wednesday, February 18, Forum
,.
, '.. ADUL,T CHI LDREN _OF ALCOHOLICS·: For.
Room, Libr~ry 7-8 p.m.
.•
indiv'iduals affeGted by .a .parenfs'prbb1le~ dbn~i1_1.g. ~·
JOB SEARC,H STRATEGIES WORKSHOP: Tips Thursdays, . Non-Traditional S:'t udenr Center, .
on effective job searching. Thursday, February . Un1erwood Hci_use, 7-8:30 p.m.
· .. '· ... _ .
1
191 Forum ~- oorn, Library 7-8 p.m. ··
.
~ · • '
·,
··
AL~OHOLICS .ANONYMOUS MEETiNG: dosed
COMMUNICATIONS CAREER N IGHT: 4 pane- meetlng} or women _concerned about their drinking ·
_lists talk about their q.reers io the communications -or drug use. :Fridays, Wolff House, nooo-1 p.m. .
field . ~onday; February 2_3., Forum Room, Library,·
.• • /;,·
· · . SAFE RI.DES: A.se'fv:ice 'for students p ro\ ,,iding ,
7 p.rn. ·
,
safe transportation home for drivers under the ·
inf!uen_c~ of al~ohol and/ or ot her drugs and/ or .
COMPUTER SERVICES
those ndmg with them. Every Thursday, Friday, ·
Non-credit courses for ·a norpinaL fee ar~listed ~aturday, 1~ r.m. to 2 a.m., call 862- 14.14.
below. Registration is r.eq,u) ted .. lJs~ ·Comput:er"
Services Training Menu f9'(~ nline registration<
or ca,ll 3667 or stop by Roorri) .E, Stoke Hall Cluster.·
. All courses are held in Stoke 0 foster unless otherwise ~EETIN:GS,
.
.
specified.
NEW TESTAMENT FELLOWSHIP MEETING: - ,;,.,
INTRODUCTION ;, TO T.HE/~VE:, V
;EDITOR,: Wo\ s:hi p, r~achTi\gs·, and' fellowship , Tuesdays,
EVE is a new an4 easy•. rq-:u,s¢ fh l'l~sci::<:!~tj: edi~o,r Room_1-03, ¥.~r( tH, 7 p ·.m. Everyone welcome.
: ,r-t:.-:j-:$ ...;-:·_'',:,./ ," ~_,;. ,_ . ',
. ,
available on all the,,PNH V,AX , , VMS systems:,: This
editor requires a VTl_OO; V'.fWO, 0fj.r, t\N$1 stan'cia-rd AZ Pl'.~ZA 'IMRTY AND MEETING: Wednesday, ;;;;
•\,t
terminal, or a Micro Erriulatidh of sttt:l'.i'. 'Prereqirisi~e: · ·FebrtJ,"q.ry_l8;Tio1falace, 7 p.m. BYO$.
VAX-VMS. Tuesdav, February 24, 1-4 p.m.
· ·,.
1

AX

.-~. :t~" .~}·
NOTICE INFORMATION MUS,r BE SUBMii- l

TF i ,

,.'

,,$''

.

.

i~

lT{ES / RbOM 322, MUB. · (Observe deadlindt!
·-:oh": ro er fcit ~ s)
;i:.

ro THE OFFICE OF STUD ENT A.CTIV-

·Are you c ir,ce,tne,d about getting a
. .. j ob after gradudtRin?Do ybu want to
. ·• >,,.r,nake a career change? Are you looking
··: for a new job9 Then·, come to the JOB FAIR.
'

::-;-~# .,

I

in rhe right direction. Although
approximately 4:QO p.m., when
the majority. of dempnstrators
the vendors stopped selling the
were women, there was male calendars. .
/ •
support.
Th€ World War III lecture in
Accordi_ng to Jim Kiely, the
the ~rrafford Room proceeded
calendar picture~ are degrading
as scheduled. When asked to
to women, and tre .. r rhem like
comment on the ,growing con- .
objecrs : "It's encouraging men
troversy:in rhe hallway, Keynote
to be lecherous and leering, as
speaker John Gerrasi said,
ifthey have robe encouraged "Well, if you have no way ro _
· to be either," said Kiely.' ,
redress grievances then yqu take
''They are pror,r roting the matters into yourself."
sterotype of women: just pieces
Gemisi ·said he was surprised
·' of paper · being used,'. ' said
that the entrepreneurs _,w
. ·ere
student Francis Kearney. He sell-ing rhe aaleflda-rs. He would
also said he was nor surprised have expected this ; maybe ten
that the calendars had come years ago, but not now. - ·
frnni .SDSU. This i.s a very
More than on.e parry of peoconservative area in California, ple felt harassed that day before
- "a Navy town," said Kearn.ey.
· St. Valentin~·s. Day. "I think it's
Who is ro blame? Questions ·'· a, blatant attack on the Greek
were being bantered back _and system," _said MUS0 member
forth: Is it really the woman's
Greg Becker, reg<!_rding .th·e
choice, does this promote rape,
protest. ·
·
is society at large-acfauli, and
. In quick response to r-hat
statement, demc)nstrator -Tartris , this · art or degradatioA?
"Whafs wrong with the human
Burke.head said, .'The Greek •
body anyway?" said one studeqt, system is identified with the
as he bought.a calendar.
·exploitation of wom~n. )'
· Whether'c:>r· not the calendars , Denise Prescott, one of
. in' comenr·iO"ri. are e·xploitative UNH's orgari.izei:-s 'o f the NBAU
of wortieh'; Bigler and Mingo lecture said she· had reached the
· have a l egal right to market _ point where· all u f her buttons
them.· Officer Adriene Eramo, had been :pushe<J. She h;id seen
from UNH Pubric Safety, was posters for fraternities ·showing
----- the (irst police officer on the a naked w·Qm·an, hand over
scene. "These people ha·v e a - "cr·<'.nch, with the message; "Open
right ro sell their items," she invitation, live etuerrainment"
said.
'
on them. · Protesters were asked not ·co
_:·How much longer ate they
block the table, but to stand on gomg to be able to use wornen··s
either side of the table. "I don't bodies fqr profit?" asked P.reswant any harassment," Eramo con.
., ·
·
·
said.
.
.
.,
. Heightened by the deeper
A woman asked'Eramo what _Issues of hum·an rights,'. the
she rheant by harassment . "If protest alinost 'degeherated into
peopl-e feel threatened, th~t a name -caHing session.' Officer
constitutes harassmerit;" said _ Eramo and ,~.n.:other poli'ce ofEramo. ·
_
.ficer'ienirried 'to rr:(arid s'e'pai-a te
. ,Em p.h a si_z-i.n g .the, po lic~,>k~il ;ripJ-f,Df.X\Y.9..f1 1-:gy,i ng J J_qjpns,. Abou_t
ficer.'s previous statement; :~.t in~-·;~·"t h~lf dozen ma.Je students were
go said, "NH t:~sk for'.,'. is table asked -t<0Je~:-7e_. .
__width.". B,r~'tcl srers · a nd spectaA.s _prdte-$,(s;, '. ~ales and the
tors rn§y:ed ?as ide in cornplia'nce. · ,W)WHI lec'ture
:£0, a --con. Al though p'r otesters moved clvsion, a question stfl hl iqgered
asi_d e, they were _not about ro .., in ,the 'a:i r. Wh(> se figh'ts~.,w ere
le fr e . According fo Leslie being vi:ol%ted ,:a qy~ ay? '''
· Wagner, they would stay until
:· :,, ,,.
_', ii\ F'

my

·cam€

Recruitment personnel-from Business, Industry, Government and
non-profit agenclei will be taking resu1Y19s tor speclllc positions as
--~ " as offering counsel on employment opportunities In general.

JOB

FAI~ (1 o~n to SIUOENJS.;nd AlUMNI
;., ol the l~lpwlng lri~lltuJton•:

lh•

Wednesday,
·
February 18, 1987 .
, St. Anselm College
John Maurus.Carr
·A ctivity Center
St. AnselQ:J Drive
Manchest er,
New Hampshire
10:00 AM to 4:00 PM-

" Col~-~O>lleQe
~nlel Websle, College
•

•

Do1 trnoulh CoflcgA

Franklin Aerce College
Haw!home College
Keene Stole College

New England College .
Nftw Hornpshlro College
~trepamBCcilege
f'lymouth Stole College

:tl~==m Cdl~e
,

SGho01 for Ufelqng Leaming

·

· •oi!ve1~ity of New Hornpshlle

Through FehruaTy28

',._

Fof ,u~~ lnformatlono,cg;:~~ ~~?9'1PocenMtntofflce

9

. ' 1he 131!1 .• nnual JOI FIii, ,, l ponlOlod by 11,e New Hompllllr• College a
Un!wrlllyCOuncll -

-

ITOI Servtce.

,

"-·,C H A M P A ,(J N :. ,J~1.. . S l JiNJ D A .Y'.' ,:.B·, R LJ ,i\J'., C .121, ',:·
CHAMP,AGNE COCKTAIL or MIM(?S,A. ::.. · . r : • •• : • •' •• $ '· .50
""N~QVER BWODY MARY .. .. ... ..... [ ... ·~· . ·. . • ! -,25
81.:00DY.MARIA.(tequila) -'. •• • • • • • • •· .- .• 1• • • • • • • • • • • • ; • Sl.50
SUICIDk BWODYS ...' .. ,- . ... {' . \ ·.- i ;,. ; . : : .. .. ·. _'. $2 ;50
EGGS BENEDICT . .. . . .' ... ·. ,. ...: .. ·: ............ . $4.95 .
·Two poac;_hed eggs on English h14ffins with ham and fresh Hollan~aise sauce .. ··
EG.GS FWRENTINE . . .. _, .. . . .: ... ; ; . ... ,.·. . ...... $4. 95
T~o· poached eggs on a bed 01· fresh spinach served on an English muffin with
fresn- Hollandaise sauce.
·
.,

.

EGGS ROCKPORT ... , .. : ·. _... . ... ; . .... :,.... . .. . $5.95

•

COPl'Es-·:~,_ .-,8½ ·>< 11' white 20# aufo-fea .

. 'Fa,s'tsetvice;Oiltstait,\litig•:. ·.·
quality,-and low; low ;prices!

kinko~S®
·
Great copies. ~reat pe~pLa.

Two eggs poached on English muffins with Lobster, Canadian bacon and
topped with Bernai.s~ ·sauce.
· -: ·
.

STEAK & EGGS- ..... . ... . . . . . ...... ,.. ,.. ; . . .... $7.95
Petite sirloin and two eggs your way.
·
SUNDAY OMELETTE Plain • • • •• • • ; • ; ••• • : •••• • •••• $2.85
or cr~~te your own each additional filling • •••••••• _- •• • ' •• •••••• $ .40
Ver_r:nont Sharp Cheddar. Parmesan. Hot Peppers: Sour Cream. Primo Salsa.
~:w~ed Beef and Pork, Guacamole,~Green _(}nions.

,

,i-,: 'M~iSt

The Qyster'Club
421 Central Ave. ·

. The Oyster Club
164 Middle St.
Portland; ME

The Oyster Club ·
Main St. ·
Wolfeboro

51 Main-St .
D urham
.868~'6322
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i
what I became an academic for," education."
•

1)

said Andrew of the NEA Grams.
One grant alone gave the
Humanities Program enough
money for four new courses and
the hiring of new faculty
. members.
"The new director will be
res po'nsible for managing a lot
of resources and ·money," said
Andrew. ·
"To say the Humanities Program is on an 'upward swing'
is an ·understatement," said
Andrew. "It- needs to be reinserted, to be placed in higher
education. Humanities is at the
center of the cen.ter of higher
,·

GI

:
•
:
•
••
:
:
•
:
_I ·
•
;.
•

••

-

s6·s·-2688
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:

_Breakfast .s necial
................. ...

•

,:

_lllliillliiiiii•-

·•
••
:
:
•

French Toast cooked golder_t brown
served with co//ee or tea·
$1. 90

:

.Luncheon Spec_ial

:•

--------- ---•--

:..• -------- .

I

---------w w111

· N. •H• ::
4·8 MaJO St ., :DUrh·am,

:
:

profesor of religious studies and
The candidates and their director
of the honors program,
are:
visits
scheduled
will speak
Bradley
• Charles Karel is, philosophy Tuesday, University,
Feb. 24.
professor, Williams College,
• Carol Hurd Green, profeswill speak Tuesday, Feb. 17.
of American studies and
sor
Karelis is -also director of the associate
dean of the College
Fund for the Improvement of of Arcs and Sciences, Boston ·
Post-Secondary_ Education for College, is scheduled to speak
the U.S. Department of EduThursday, Feb. 26. ·
cation.
• Andrew McClean, professor
• Louis Roberts, classics pro- of English and the humanities,
fessor, Syracuse, is slated to
speak Thursday, Feb. 19. Ro- . University of Wisconsinwill speak Tuesday,
berts currently is_associate dean Parkside,
March 3. McClean is the former
for the College of Arcs and chair of the English program
Sciences at Syracuse.
at Parkside. ·
:• Robert Fuller, as-sociate

;
•
:

Tuna Melt

.•

w/cup of homemade soup or chowder

IIIIAICH PAPIRI !'

(continued from page 3)
are) necessary to prevent it."
he realized he "wants a different
16,278 to choose from -all subjects ;
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD e
"We might find_ourselves world." lJ rgo said "Revenge
with no future,'' Trac added.
800 351 0222 •
isn't .enough ... something more
11- - · inC:if.1213);;7-8226
U rgo i;-elated his war expe- is .r~quired.'.'
.
:
Or, rush $2.00 to: RHearch Autstance •
rience~ to a possible third world
The audience res ponded to
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025 :
war. U rgo said he_believed in the speakers in a question. and
'•
Custom research a!so available-all levels
\
the United States government answer period following their
•
before Vietnam encounters. "It speeches. Kyle Cushman reacted
took me a while to wake up," by asking how she could make
. people feel the reality of World
he added. .
Reflecting on Vietnam, Urgo War HI. Cushman said she
said what the United States did · agreed with NBAU's. anti-war
·contradicted what he had be- stance. lieved and br,o ught the threat
Peggy Bailey said she atof war into the present. .
tended the panel because she
"The level of the lie is so big believes. people should become
that you have to investigate it more aware of United States
yourseff," U rgo said. He advo- influence in wars.
cate.cl a self-realization, as he
Denise Prescott, a €0CA
had experienced himself.
member, said "I want people
U rgo said a I 97 3 Chilean to think about how much power .
massacre cb_a n,g ed his mind. the government has over us and
According to U rgo, the United how much power we have over
Sr'ates killed 30,000 people in idthe goyernment) and ques.
that massacre.
·tion who's in control." . ·
~ ·U,rgo .joine.? ,NBj\ U b_ecaµse

!

Dinner SP.e,ial

.. :

e

11&11~

.•

-•

. $2.60

•

Hot turkey sandwich
served '}:Vith mashed potatoes,

-

•

.•
:•
:

.

·

•

tossed salad and cranberry sauce

•

$3.15

__________................ ................ ........~···············•

.,_

Have you
checked out

RED'S?
Your favorite brand costs less at

R

_E

_
,
0 8

-:,),sHoE

0
-\ -

.

BARN

NH's large1t shoe st(?re!

SUN . .

CALL DOMINO'S PIZZA

Dover

12-5 .

"Durh am Copy :
·

Jenkins _C ourt•_86~-7031

. ---------------··
30 minute

guarantee

·

If your pizza dbes
not arrive within 30
minutes, present this
coupon to the driver for
$3.00 of! your order.

RESU·M ES

No

1

electronically typed

$18.50 includes

I

Wi.th one call to Domino's
Pizza, you can avoid th~
· NOID. So when you want
hot, delicious, quality ·
pizza delivered in less
than 30 minutes, One
call does it all!"

<11up11n lll'cl·ssarr

Fast, Free Delivery'"
Good at locations
listed.

Call us.

··sss-s230

e~velopes
typing, 25 resumes,. matching sheets,
_revisions made easily w/ our 1 yr. memory storage

...

Meet the NOID'." He loves
to ruin your pizza. He
makes your pizza cold,
or late, or he squashes
your pizza box so the
cheese gets stuck to
the, top.

Durl1 ,1111 Shoppin~ ( :l"llll"I"

11 .1.n1. · I

11

:1.1 11.

,1.111.

Sun . - Thur~.

· .! a.m. Fri. ,'\: Sar.

Our dnvers carry less than $20.00. Limited delivery area. ,<' 1986 Dommo·s Pina. Jnr
,.

~

( ,; ·;\;I ~: .... ... ; , l

-,:.,";,;-: ,.,. .,.:, ~;;:·;,_;Ji:"~. ~J.)'(:_,;:-~..,.-:~i:.,.:;-.,!,I _;,_.; _;:

-.Jt.! .1 't~.J ~ i ~:).,j H.J 1

\. ""

~,;r ;/;J ;

.;. .;,

I

I
.

Hours: '

~----•----------·

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS'
FREE. ' .

®

~:-.

\f

i.. ~.

;1

~'

•
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - sEABROO_K
(continued from page

sachuseccs Governor Michael
Originally Seabrook was goDukakis' refusal co submit eva- ing co consist of two reactor
cuacion plans for the Bay Scace units chat would cake five years
lasc year.
.
to build and cost $700 million.
· Amesbury Sele,ctman . Bill Instead there is on~ reactor unit
Lorde said; "They knew who co . tbar cook 11 years to build and
- ·
. call, they have been in bed With · cost $5 billion.
the Massachusetts civil de~ - "Seabrook has,j us c been one
fense."
lie after the ocher," said Roberta
Fucher more, Lorde stressed Pevear, state representative and
that "because the state of Mas- civil defense director for tramp·,
Sachusects ha·s refused to par- con Falls.
cicipate in the Emergency PlanPevear claims the state and
ning Process does nor preclude --utility's evacuaci,,rn ' plans are
Seabrook from following federal "paper plans cha.c won't work."
regulati9ns."
According co Pevear during.
' Perhaps the valve malfunc- the early 80s the scare expected
tion would not be such an issue the towns of Hampton a·nd
.with plane opponents if Sea- Hampton Falls to be evacuated
brook did not have a long history to Durham.
of. misrepresentin,_g the facts.
"If school is in session in

.

Durl-ram, I can't even find ·a legal
parking space," said Pevear.
Since then the. sc,i.ce's evacuation plans for Hampton and
Hampton Falls · have been
changed co Manchester.
Pevear' points our that from
the very beginning it was apparent chat it was physic-ally
impossible co evacuate the Seacoast for an accident.
"We're not going co celi these
people on the Seacoast that we··
can protect chem when we
·can't," sa·id Pevear. "h is hur_rendous co ~hin_k\Chac a'_pi;iv~te ·
money-makrng mdustry 1s gomg
co hold che Seacoast population
in a state of seige."
Opposition co Seabrc')ok is not
new . le beg~n when the first _

··········································~······················
A tas te sensation made ·only in heaven ...
'

-

Heave nly Ham...

3)
plans were conceived to build
a nuclear power plane in New
Hampshire.
It was N.H. Governor Meldrim Thompson's personal mission ' co see Seabrook become
reality. Governor Thompson
(1972-1978) had another brilliant idea co arm the National
Gua~d with caoical nuclearwarheads. ·
,
·
When four N.H. Fish and .
Game biologists , .including the
director, opposed the s'iting of
Seabrook in 1977, because theywe re convinced· the c·o oling
system would strain the marine
environment', Thompson had
them squishec,i from the depart- ·
ment.
In March of 1976 the town

THE~ \, ------ - ,

··

T ~-- -_ -

Sliced bak~d Virginia ham on a freshly baked
bagel (your choice of l2 varieties!!) Spread generously ·
1
with our creamy Garlic & Herb spread .(our own Boui-sin) ,:
:
Topped with tomatoes, onions .& sprouts.

-;SHOP

...

Now N.H. Governor Sununu
claims he is for the plant but
against the proposed nuclear
_waste sight in New Ha_mpshire.
As (>ne Seacoast town official
has put jt "that is like wanting
the horse and'\ not the manure."
Acc~)rding tQ John Kyte, "Every sys tern in ~he plant is
ir;ispe,c ted on a daily- bas.is and
has been inspected thousands
.of times."

;,l don't think chis incident
will have any effect on us being
granted a license for low power
testi-ng" said Kyte. Although
_Robert Cushing claims it is the
same old th ing.
·

~

·

of Seabrook voted on the proposed nuclear plant site after
the town was smothered in proSeabrook propaganda from Pub- ,
lie .Service Company of New
Hampshire (PSNH), the
owners of the plant. The residents of Seabrook opposed the
. plant 768-632.
·

..

£-r STREET, POR~rs
"John Kyte is paid to- repeat
the big lie of, 'trust us,· "said
_ Cushing, "But that is unacceptable to the people of the
Seacoast."
.

Relax at the private hot tub room rentals!·
;
• Sho'°ers Dressing Area and Stereo In Each Room •
·
_ _ / · • Towels & H_oi~ Orye:s Furn~sh:;.- Jui:e ~ & Disp ~sa b~e Ba:ht1 Suits Available •

,
·

•?

.

~

•. ·

.
-,.

• Soups, ·salads, homemade desserts

11111

~. • -

.

RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED

(

I

I

431-0994

.Gift certifkates-Availahle
Ope• 12 -

• Reasonable prices

.

"If rhis system that failed had
been inspected bdore it calls
into ques rion the adequacy of
inspection procedures, and if
it had not . been insp.e cted ·it
raises a host of ocher questions
that need co be resolved," said
Cushing.

)

-• Wnifllt, 'Iii 2 , .• . Tllura., Fri. & Sat.·
_(l■tff ~,

■pP-!lffllMenl)

,

• Many great b~gel sandwiches _
• 12 Vari; ties of bagels baked fresh tw ice daily

J9 Market St/ Commercud Alley
Portsm011th 431-5853

Mon -Fn 7am-7pm
Mill Road Plaza·
Sat . 7am-6pm ·'·,
· ,
1
,. };>urham .868-1414
_ Sun. Bam -7-pm
\ .
.

•••••••••• • •••••••••••••• • •••• · ~· •••••••••••••

~

15t ANNUAL
WIN T ER ·CLEARANCE
·SALE

• '
:·

•·

••• .•• • '•· · • .,!_fi . . ...,•• ·•••

, *Cro

*P
For people who care abqut peop le-:. teachers, counselors, health and human
services professionals-Northeastern University has specia l place where you can,
obtain the kri0wledge and skills needed
to help others. Boston-Bouve College of.
· Human Development Pmfessions.
You can rea-c;h out and further your
· career with Master Degree programs
that include :

a

M aster of Education
• Counseling
.
• ,C onsulting Teacher of Reading
• Curriculum and Instruction
• Educational Resear,ch
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation
• Special Education .

*
*
*

M aster of Science

Choose from famou'
.CB SPORTS, COL
MARMOT, SALOM

•
•
•
•

BOSTON
BOUVE
·O Northeastern University

Counseling P?ycho logy
Physica l Education
Recreation Management
Speech-Language Pathology &
Audiology ·
Doctoral and non-degree certification
-programs .are also available.
, .
For more information and a free catalog,
call (617) 437-2708 or write to Boston✓-

TH FACE,
, .
_CH~
, RAK, ROSSIGNOL, and AVIA.

Please Hurry for Best .Selection
~.

Bouve College at ttie add'ress beloyv.

Graduate School, Boston -Bouve College of Human Development Professions
1QZ Dockser Hall.Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Ave., Boston, MA 02115 _

~},.N~n~,~a.~~~-n,~'1.lf'':~s;[Y~ a,n,eq_u~1_~P,90,;tun,1ty.{;iJ;rf,1<1.t1~.e ~St.,~ld,~,cilJ,?,\1al'35t_/,-t~t1~'.\ali1d(IJ1~.1.~te1 11 ,.

DERN~S
TRAILS
Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9:00 -5:30, Sat. 9:00-5 :QO, Close.cl Sundays
,-r_
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Learn ·German
·Tliis S-umffter

Rolllo ser studie s
Ge_r man politic s

June 28 August 8, 1987

Romoser described Kohl as
By Lisa R. Smith
having
"tremendous experience
Political science professor of
the University of New Hamp- in politics. He knows the history
shire, George Romoser, recently of German politics and Amertraveled to West Germany to ican politics ... everyone was
con~uct a study on the political extremely impressed by him." ·
According to Romoser, "Most
scene.
-Romoser was chosen to lead people's image of what's Gerthis study because of his exten- man is an oompapa band; the
sive experience with such tours mu•sicians drinking beer _a nd
in the past. The group consisted wearing Lederhosen," This imof ten American and Canadian age is · not totally invalid, but
politicai scientists and histo- it only "coincides with a section
of Bavaria sixty years ago," said
rians.
· ·
Romoser said the purpose of · Romoser.
Romoser Stressed that "one
the trip was "so we would
inform ourselves ... for writing, ·o f Kohl's main , interests is
teaching, public presen ra- de-veloping mor:e of an effort
tions ... ''' Improving relations .at .student/faculty exchange
could dispel popular .miscon- between West Germany and
ceptions of the American public. America." Kohl wants to _make
The study coincided _with the sure that the "younger genernational election hel<) on Jan. ation knows more of Europe
than just as a tourist," according
25, 1987 in West Germany.
to Romos~r.

The Seventh Annual German Summer School

of tfte Atlantic at the University-of Rhode lslantl in

co-operation with t1,e Goethe Institute Boston.

German will be the sole language of communication, and German
-life and culture the heart of this six week residency program of
intensive-language study.
·
You mcJy earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate credits while
living in the beautiful surroundings of our country campus, just
minutes away from Rhode Island's magnificent beaches and historic summer colonies.

This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to learn or
improve his or her German - from business people and
travelers, to students planning work or study abroad. Take
advantage of this rare opportunity to participate _in this total
German Language experience.
·
For details: Dr. John Grandin
Dr. Otto Dornberg, Co-~lrectors
Department of Languages
~
University of Rhode Island
~...- - - • - . . . . Kingston, RI 02881 (401) 792-5911

-~.illl!!!!ll!llla
...lllJo
...lll!!!D!III~-..---.

The ele"crion resulted in the - 1.•,11•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••._•••••••••••• •Iii••••••••••• '!Iii••••••~--~•••••••••••••••••••:"•

re-election of Helmut Kohl as
chancellor and marked another
victory for the Christian Democratic parties. However,-''Kohl's
party did not do as well as people
had predicted," said Romoser.
The Christian Democratic pat. ties su-ffered a reduction in their
share of the national vote of an
estimated five to 44 percent.
Romoser saw the loss of votes
by Kohl's party as a reflection
-of caution on West German
~oters in allowing too much
power to one-party.
"People in Germany are very
suspicious if one party gets too
strong," Romoser said.
Discontent among the n.ation's .farmers was also cited by
Romoser as a factor in the loss
of votes.

"Some farmers are unhappy .
about low prices, a result of
competition with cheap agricultural goods from new countries in the common market,"
said Romoser.
·
The re-election of Kohl supports that "the West German
political system is basically very
stable," said Romoser. "There
were no great surprises."
During the twelve day tour
the group· adhered to a schedule
· Romoser described as "punishing." The group had 40-4 S
appointments throughout West
Germany. The group visite,d
both small towns and the major
c·ities of Bonn, Frankfurt, Munich, Berlin and Hamburg: . -

?days a week

i~

~;~:~.rin ac'hina_clo:~:~,·:a:~, . •
~' ' >

We Del iver
I·

- The highlight of the tr-ip was
a two-hour pri,vate interview
with Chancellor Kohl.: The ·
meeting was conducted "off the
record" and no journalists were
present.
Romoser's group was fluent
in German therefore the interv;iew was conducted in Kohl's
native tongue.
Kohl is _"not that comfortable
inEnglish,"explained Romoser.
The groups' knowledge of German allowed KQhl to "speak
German and relax," said Rom-

very precise ... journalists see him

12 Jenkins Court

5 p.m.-midnight
-Fast service
ca//.a·6·a·~2. 0.09

.·1·1~·m.~-~.:-.-.~.~:=~;~.I :~u:..:..._,•••m•=••---••·••·
::a:: - ·
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Purn,ell to spea k .on love topi cs
By Frank -Moore

two-part lecture series: "How
Dick Purn,ell, na.tionally to Know When You're in Love" Crowe, the UNH Program Fund~
known speaker and counselor, a:~d "Sex and the Search for ing Organization (PFO) sponwill present ],is dynamic and -Intimacy." Other topics Purnell sored event has been ih preparation for some time.
humorous speaking approach . addresses include "Why Couples
"We started p~eparation last
concerning students needs and Break Up," "Becoming a Friencl
semester.
We've put a lot of
desires in relationships at 7:30 and Lover," and "How to Live
effort and pYblicity into the
p.m. ·on Feb. 24 and 25 in the with Yourself and Like It."
event," Crowe said.
Granite State Rooni.
Purnell will also, address. the
After graduating from Wh~aA frequent lecturer to univer- Greek Council, Alpha Chi Omesity students and single adults, ga sorority and Tau Kappa ton College in 1962 : Purnell
began his work counseling ·s tu-.
Dick Purnell .is a traveling Epsilon fraternity.
dents. During the follovying
representativ e of Campus CruPurnell has an informal,
: sade· for Christ. He has ad- humorous style and uses illus- .eight years he worked on the
dressed more th~n a quarter of trations from his,college days campuses of Harvard University, University of Texas,· Unia million people in eight coun- and counseling experiences.
versity of Georgia, Arizona State ,
· tries during his speakin,g career.
According to Campus Crusade University and University
of
Purnell will be presenting a · for Christ President Greg
Arizona.

DICK PURNELL

STEN CIL CLASSES

Anger

}

~

Fighting Constru~tively...5 , .
Expressing Negative Thoughts and
Feelings ...6·
Dealing wjth Constructive Criticism ... 7
Dealing with Anger... 8
·
Understaha ing Jealousy and How to
Deal
with it...9
.
........ -~. . ., :- ·

Depre_
ssion
. What is Depression ...431
. 1-f_o w to Deal with\Depression .. :432
· How to Deal with Loneliness... 32
bep~ession
lifestyle .. .433

Stress and Anxiety
·
··- .
..

.

Self-Improvement
Self Assertiveness .. .402
Building Self Esteemed Confidence .. .'35
Standing Up for Yourself ... 1O
Becoqling Independent from Parents .. .478
The Value and Use of Self-Talk ... 36
What is Counseling and How to Use lt...61
Learning to Accept Yourself...44

Dating
Dating Skills ... 18
Infatuation or Love ... 70
Things to Consider in Lookin,g for
Mate ... 71
Types of lntimacy... 3
.How to Cope with a Broken Relation~
ship ... 83
Physical lntimacy...4

Miscellaneous

as a

1

In 1973 Purnell received his
~aster's _of Divinity from Trinity Evangelical Divinity School.
He later went on to earn a
Master's of Education degree
specializing in counseling from
Indiana l) niversity.
Dick Purnell is the author of
five books, including the awardwinn_ing, Beatinf!, the f?reak Up
Habit and Becoming a Friend
and Lover.
According to Crowe, the
· event is not a recruiting scheme.
"We will pass out comment
cards asking what the students
thought about the performance ... no one will be asked to join,"
Crowe said.

. Sexuality
. ...

Anxiety and Possible Ways to Cope
with it...30
· How to Handle Fears ...33
Coping with Stress...38
Relaxation Exercises...37

·.Fri~ndship
Friendship Building ...1
Helping a Friend ...90
· Recognizing Suicidal Feeling in 0th-

· · Male ~x Roles ..:40
Mo1e Homosexua lity... 21
Dealing with lmpotence...23 . .
Timing Problems in.Male Sexuality... 24
Female Sex Roles ...39
Female Homosexua lity...20
Female Orgasm Problems ...22
Herpes-Sy mptoms and DiaQnosis ....209

Early Sign of an Alcohol Problem ...160 ·
Responsib le Decisions about Drink ing ... 161
I've beenRape d,Whafbo I Do? .. 315 Dealing with an Alcoholic Parent...479
Death ond Dying ... 84
·
, Mediation ... 312
Anorexia NE:Mvosa & Bulimia .... 215

AIDS ...Wha·t is it? .... 225
,.
AIDS-Symptoms and Diagnosis ....218"

·.. e,:s~..492 .

Oial 862-3554 any night from 6:00_;:.l2:00p.m. and a Cool-Aid m~mber will answer the phone. Select the
tape you wis•h to hear by name and number. The ta~es run about _6 minutes. If you have_any questions;
QQ_n ) h•n ~p when t~e t_ape is ~y~r. _and a C9.ol-A1d member will come -b_a ck on the bne ..

1'"

.,

-\t• •.,.~.,~- . .
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New Hampshire Outing .Club
University of New Hamp~hire- Durham, N .H. 03824

..

NEW HAMPSHIRE OUTING CLUB TRIPS--SPRING
1987

·-

FEBRUARY
14 CROSS-COUNTRYSKI RACE IN COLLEGE WOODS
14 WINTER CARNIVAL SOCK ~OP (G~ANITE STATE ROOM)
20-22 CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING AND SLEDDlf'.'JG AT BEAR
BROOK
COS)": $10
27-1 (MARCH) TELEMARK-SKI WEEKEND COST: TBA
MARCH
6-8 BEAR BROOK woR·K TRIP COST: FREE
14-21 BAHAMABLAST COST: $675
APRIL _
3~5 FRANCONIA WORK TRIP _ COST: FREE
.. . 10-12 CROSS-COUNTRY ORIENTEERING COST: TBA
10-12 HORSEBACK RIDING COST: $ 30.00
.
10-12 "HOW TO HOST A MU~DER" 2 TRIPS COST: $20-30
17-18 HANGLIDING COST: $75
17-19 MT CHOCORUA AND.ROPES COURSE {:OST:-$25
17-19 CRAZY CANOEING COST: $15
24-26 WHiTE W.ATE~_II~f_JING- .COST: approx. $80
24-26 JACKSON WORKTRIP COST: FREE
.
24-26KAYAKING WEEKEND COST: TBA
MAY
.
..

WHEN YOU LEAVE SCHOOL,
HEAD UPSTREAM-TO STATE STREET. ·
If you'd like to get your feet wet with a position that offers solid advancement
potential, start your career off right at State Street We have immediate, full time
opportunities that wi)) get you into the swim of th,ings right fro~ the start. .

Accountants
You'll work with computer systems and be responsible for daily cash
management and trial balances; control and administer the Mutual Fund's
assets, liabilities and income for daily security investment tiansactio~s; "
and monitor safekeeping securities and corporate actions, settle trades and
pro_vtde port.folio reporting. T? q~alify, you'll ~ee~-to be a. detail ~ri~nted
individual with good communication and orgamzat1onaJ skills. A mm1mum
of 2 years' full charge bookkeeping experience or 2 year~ of accounting in a
degree program is required.
.
· State Street offers comprehensive benefits program including l 00% tuition
<:°verage for career-related courses of study.
.
.
· ·

1-3 BIKING ALONG THE COAST OF MAINE

Dive Right In.
Stop in at our North Quincy personnel office any weekday -

free parkini
is available and we're just two blocks from the MBTA. If you prefer, mall
your resume to Margarete Kolis, State Street Bank and Trust Company,
. 1776 Heritage Drive, North Quincy, M.K02171.

-PARACHUTING TRIP IS TENTATIVE- TO BE ANNOUNCED

GET INVOt=VED

An equal opportunity employ~r

~- ·~. - ~ :-s tate-S treet .
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phi beta kappa and the honors program
invite the campus communitg to attend a-lecture on

APPLYNOW

5

ITulliilln~ru1m ~ ~ ~=~ ITulliillUE:1~

m

TOBE A -

~ ~ ~ ~Ufl@n m

·•

.SUMMER ORIENTATION PEER ADVISOP
to be presented by

ASSIST THE ·UNIVERSITY ADVISING
CENTER'S STAff.IN ACADEMICAiLy
A-DVIS ING NE·w FRESHMEN IN THE .
COLLEGE OF · LIBERAL ARTS' CLASS OF .
199Q

Joshua ffiEYBOWITZ. Bssoc. Prof. of Cmnmunications,UilH,
and author of NO SENSE OF PLACE, an award-winning book on
the ef fee ts of electronic media
-- 1B February 19B7

Richards Ruditorium --110 ffiurkland Hall

/

.7:30p.m.

EXCELLENT EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR .
. RESUME .

Reception to follow in the _O ffice of the Dean-of Liberal Arts

PAID .POSITIONFO.R Jl)Nl: '87· ·

This event is sponsored by the UNH chapter (beta of New HamQShire) of Phi
Beta Kappa, the Honors Program, the Vice President for Academic Affairs, the
Dean of the College of Liberal _:Ar.t.s, a~d the Dean of t~e Graduate School.

1

·APPLICATIONS -AND DETAILS ARE AVAIL--.ABLE AT THE · UNIVERSITY. ADVISl'NG ·. cENTER~-i\iuRKLAND HALL, Roo~1 r~1,·-_

_______

,__
-

.

862-2064 .

~

· APPLICA TJON DEADLINE:
MARCH6
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Payihg more'- f or less
John Sununu revealed his budget plans highest in-state tuition in the country. If the library is reduced or the wome~·s sports
for th-e 1988 a'n d 1989 fiscal years last Gov. Sununu's budget goes into effect,
t~ams are given adequate locker room
Thursday and unfortunately, the University tuition can be expected to jump between facilitj_es. .
System of New Hampshire (USNH) is not 12 and 17 peFceqt. With. the increas1ng
Three years is a long ti~e to wait undei;
high on the list of the governor's priorities: difficulty -students are facing .- getting these present conditions. h would be a much
Keene State, Plymouth State, the University financial aid, ~Jarge tuition in~reas'e could better id~a to alleviate these proble~s now,
of New Hampshire at Manchester, and the sta~l or stop completely quite a fow college because m three years, .the librcl:ry wiH be
School for Lifelong Learning, as well ~s careers.
even mo_re crowded ( either books or study
the University of New .Hampshire, com· One o'f the most disheartening facets of space will have ro be sacrificed) and the
pris.e USNH.
.
·
.Sununu's budget is that there is a.lmost pothole_s in the Paul Sweet Ova·l will be ·
Sununu shaved a good portion ,off the nothing allotted for capital funding. -Capital · even deeper and more expensive to repair.
USNH's budget request. Instead of the $111 funding is t.ised for buildings and renova- ~and-aid solu_tio~s like creating study spaces
million USNH reque~ted, Sununu oHered tions. _If Stinunii's budget is approved, this · m other buildmgs ~ill only ~void the _
.. .· · ·
$98 million.
. means ._.t here w;ill ,be no F~eld. Hemse . problem for - so long.
About $60 million of the total USNH renovations, .nor wi.11 there be an addition "' ·If Sunun~· s proposed budget is passed,
l;mdget goe~ to UNH. This comprises about to Dimoµ.d Library.
. -.
s-tudents .-will be left with a more-for-less
one-third of the University's total budget
This is a two-year. budget request, "so· if ·. situation - they can pay more tuition for
and mu~t_las~ for tw? year~ .. T~~ rema~~ing Suriunu's proposed budget passes, it will academic and athletic facilities of less
$107 million is supphed-pnmanly by tuition. ,J?robably ~e ,199-U' -before ov-ercro\\fding at · qu~lity.
Presently,
students
a(UNH -----pay. the
. -· ··- ..
---· •-,. -· --
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of these letters is ·powerlessness. is political, not technical fo nature.
But students a•re · no,t powerless.
In terms of safety, newspapers
Many ,businesses in Durham exist continually describe deaths caused
because they are patronized by by -production and use of non students. The power we have is in nuclear power. We read of deaths
To the Editor:
our wallets -and pocketbooks.
caused by coal mining, capsizing
I resent the attitude of businesses of off-shore oil rigs , natural gas
What is going on with our once
like Smitty's that see the students explosiofls, and darris bursting.
beautiful Karivan buses? It seems
in- Durham as turkeys for the Furthermore, materials used in
that they are being mistreated and
plucking. For this reason I do not prgduction of solar eftergy are
illcared for. TQday, as I walked by
go to Smitty's for gas, I do 'not take extremely toxic. No person has ever
one parked in front of McConnell,
my car there for repairs, I don't go died from nuclear power production
the appearance of this btis drew my
there for inspections, and I tell my . in the US, and even the number of
attention to' notice its entirely mud
scathed surface and numerous . friends to do the, ~ame. If every deaths from the recent nuclear .
student at UNH did this, businesses accident in Russia are far fewer than ·
craters made by objects of the road,
like Smitty's might have a change those from noncnuclear accidents.
such- as parked cars and people?
of attitude. I am not sure what the
_ When this school year first began,
My economic argument is brief.
these once Q.ew buses were quite . solutions to the parking and towing I prefer to base energy costs on the
problems on campus ate, but I won't known cost of nuclear power than
often talked about as being new
patronize businesses that take unpredictable and probably steeply
elements of a university attempting
advantage of a bad situation and · rising costs of oil from Iraq, Iran,
to improve its surroundings, but
when I see them today, they look , make it worse.
and th.e ir OPEC allies. It is not ,
as old and as run down, no actually
unlikely that the cost of oil wi'll
Russell Laine double in a few years.
even.worse, than theprevious buses
,::/It is time for New Hampshire
. that roamed our campus.
politica_l leaders to design a rational
Last of all. I think that drivers
of some o·t these buses should
energy policy, not grovel for sure
e~ercise a litsle more care. When
headlines. Why not tell them this
one sees the amount of damage_done
through Letters to the Editor
to the side of om buses, I imagine
columns and letters directly to
visions of terror stalking down
them?
whatever objects lay in their path.
James H. Weber
Shape up Karivan service. Clean To the Editor: .,..
.
Parso11s Hall ·
those buses for once and learn how
Recently there has been much·
to drive.
r_egional publicity describing supposed problems of nuclear .energy
Carson R. Cole production. My contrasting opinion
Hall
President, Engelhardt
is that. nuclear energy is -superior
•
•¥i "
to other energy forms due to a
combination of environmental,
safety, and economic advantages . .
To the Editor:
Two of the major global envirAre you looking for a challenge?
onmental problems today are acid
Does the idea of living and working
rain and the greenhouse effect,
·,,in Washington, DC appeal to you?.
which might result iri" a warming
The University of New Hampshire
To the Editor:
of the earth's atmosphere. Acid rain
During the Winter months of
is due at least partially to sulfur
is currently accepting applications
for •the Washington Internship
every year that I have attended
oxides aad nitrogen oxides from
UNH I have read both letters and
burning .of fossil fuels for elettric
Program for the summer and fall
editorials from students concerning power. The predominant cause of
terms.
Smitty's Sunoco and towed cars.
the greenhouse effect is atmospher- ,,.
An internship in Wa.s hington
Most people are writing because
ic carbon dioxide which also origprovides a unique opportunity for .../
their cars have been towed and to
inates in burning of fossil fuels . In
second semester juniors arid seniors
get it back they have to come up contrast, nuclear energy causes no
to earn credit toward their under.· with an appreciable amount of ~ash: severe environmeptal problems. . graduate :d egree while working full
· $40 I• hear is the going pric;e,. J:'.he Its only major environmental drawtime. A wide range of placemept .
'.ftHil_!:g t_lia!__js e~~e_s_s~<!.l~:-~?_:~ -~:· ~a'._c,~~ -1i~ee.~i:i}_o( waste products ,'· , settings are a,vailable and .students

K-vans

Weber·

h

Sniitty's

Interns

negotiate with several organiza tions before selecting a site.
Work responsibilities of past
interns have included· developing
and conducting marketing surveys,
providing services in energy project
management, co.nsulting _with
clients from France and Japan, .
reporting on environmental issues,
monitoring news sources, assisting
on a television documentary,, and
researching issues concerned with
the economics development and
adva_n cement of women.
Placement sites include organizations such as the State Department, John F. Kennedy Center for
the Performing Arts, US Chamber
of Cqmmerce, Federal Trade Com. mission, the Smithsohian Common
,Cause m·a gazine, CBS News, AM TRAK and AFLCIO. If you feel
you possess the skills, interest and
motivation to partici~ate in thi s

type of program, joi'i-1 us for an
informational meeting Th ursday,
February 19, 12: 30-'l:30 in McCon-,
nell 2.12.
'
·
Barbara Miller
W ashi'ngton Center .
Campus Liason ·

A lot
To the Editor:
Good job clearing the overnight
se!=tion of "A" Lot last Wednesday
night)
Dave Sanborn

.The NR ·aaDl.psliire ..
..... - ..

·--c -· --:.
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·Uriiversity For_.um
-We need the mone y, Gove rnor
If you are reading this paper, you am most likely

associar_ed -wit~ this University, wheth~r .it be
academically, intellectually, or profess10nally.
Students are he~e _to learn, professors are here to
te_ach, and admrn1strators a_re here to make s_ure
that_the former two are ~one ma safe and orga~1zed
environment. But there 1s one common, undernable
and v.ery basic association that we all have with
this University-THE CASH CONNECTION. We
are all financially linked to this University.
During the past few months, some events have
taken pl-ace that will directly affect thqse of you
involved in this cash connectio·n. La'st November
Claire Van U mmersen, the Chancello-r of the
University System of New Hampshire (USNH)
presented the USNH budget request for 1988 and
1989 to the Honorable Governor Sununu and the
State Legislature. The Chancellor was acting on
approval from t he Board of Trustees of the USNH.
This budget is for the entfre State University System, ,
and therefore includes Keene State College,
Plymouth State CoHege, the University of New;
Hampshire, UNH. at M'a nchester, and the Schoo
for Lifelong Learning. The totaf request for sta
funding of these institutions for the 1988 and 19
is one hundred and eleven point eight MILLIO
dollars ($111,800,000). Looks like quite a bit o
money, doesn't it?
, Last Thursday, Feb. 12,
announced his state budge
to two point s eve
($2,700,000,000).
request still look like a
to be asking? Governor Sununu thinks so. He is\
, only ·,offering $98 million of the $111 million
requested. His priorities are criminal in a sense.
He wants to spend the state's money on prisons. ,
What does all this budget talk mean for the
University of ~ew Hampshire, Durham, NH? It

me~ns 60 million dollars ($60,0-00,000) ! This is
split for ,roughly a 28 million _dollar allocation for
fiscal year 1988 and a 32 million dollar allocation
for fiscal year 1989. That seems like a good amount
of money doesn't-it?
. .
- _
The University:_of New Hampshire needs 167.5
million dollars to operate durjng 1988 and 1989
as "one of the best
rate universities in 'the
h
d

1

in mind that New Hampshire higher educat10n
institutions already receive the s~cond lowest amount
of student aid from the state in the entire nation!!
. You are dying to know what is being done to secure
this aid, keep tuition increas~s reasonable, and get
this budget passed. The U nJ_ver~ity a_dmiaistration

The -figl)( for· equal ity
We've come a 10ng way rrom the days
when women needed chaperones to
attend University functions and the
top floor of T-hall was designated the ·
women's gymnasium . (competitive
athletics were limited to inter class
basketball and-no male spectators were
allowed except for faculty.) However,
historical progress isn't always easy ·
to measure, especially when considering
social movements and attitudes.
There is always the danger of
comp.lacency within any large system.
("We established a committee, so now
the problem is solved.") Establishment
of committees and commissions does
nor resolve problems without continual
interplay with those whom they represent as well as with decision-makers.
It is chis interplay which_c.onstituces
the work of the Women's Commission.
. As the UNH President's Commission on the Status of Women celebrates
its fift~enth year_, two things bec?me
clear: issues which affect women at
the University are still considered valid,
and the fact chat a ~ommission is still
needed indicates there is still much
progress to be made in addressing these
issues.
.
Srnce its inception in 1972 ,' the•
Women's Commission has ca,rried with
- it a connection to our larger history.
With the. passage of Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972 prohibiting discrimination based on sex ,
in educational programs or activities
receiving Federal financial ·assistance,
a period of increased attention to the
needs of women in educational settings
blo'ssomed. The Office of Civ.il Rights
of the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, began to closely monitor
· Affirmative Action Plans in institutions
-of higher education and the U .S.
Department of Labor also began to
exert pressure to investiga·re discriminacion and unequal pay charges.
.
On February 15, 1972, at the request
, of UNH women, the UNH President's
Commissio n on the Status of Women
;,

ByEJizabeth Gib_bs ;

"is doin& its part to _help gain support of the USNH
budgeun Concord. W~at a~e studen~s doing? ..
Studei:i~s for the Urnve~stty Council of the Student
-_Senate will be approachu~g the 1987 budget push
on several levels. T~ere will b~ two centr~~ th~.mes
to all programs: First, th~re 1~ the fam1lrar W~
ne~d_money. We are lackrng rn so ~any areas.
This ts t-tie approach used by any organization trying
to get state monies. Secondly, and more importantly,
we intend to invoke a sense of pride and thus
obligation by sayiQg frequently, "We are a quality
institution with quality programs. We supply New
Hampshire with a good portion of their educated
work force. We deserve funding."
Some of the programs on line are campus tours
for state legislators and stat~ senators given by
students. This contact is crucial. They need to know
why we are asking for so much money, and then
, vote on the budget accordingly.
A few trips · co· Concord will be planned by the
SFU Council. ThesL t:rips will be an effort to meet
privately with the House ·and Senate committees
that deal directly with the USNH budget, ie. The
House Appropriations Committee, The Senate
Capitol Budget Committee, and more.
_There will also be efforts made in the student
senate a1;1d ~-ith the Par~nts Ass?ciation to undertake
a letter-wntmg campaign. Legislators need to hear
·
stituents.
positive about our efforts. The
because we are full-time students,
this 1987 budget push is hard
y the work of many is called
or. _tu e
~ will be in touch with their ·
con~tttuems. As much of this is relatively unexplored
territory for stu1ents,,·any _erogr~~s ,made s~n only
be good.
· ·. · · :-., _ ,_-'. ,-.,~_:: . , ' ' >· ,
.~
·

Elizabeth Gibbs 'is the Students For the University
chairperson for the stud~nf: senar~:
·'
"

· . ,· ·

By Jan Harro w

*re~iew-i!1g and promoti!:g the UNH
. December announcement by the Preswas establishedby fo-r-m er Yresiderit
Affirmative Action Plan
ident's office indicated that the targeteci_
Thomas N. Bonner. The commission's
Much of the work of the Commission
date may not be met since a substantial
purpose was, "to explore conditions
is ongoing. Monitoring policies we have
a_mount of funding is needed to comand attitudes within (the University
. r~commended, advocatin~ f_ot conplete. r_h~ project. At chis writing we
of New Hampshire) relating to the
· tinued changes, and enlist mg the
are wamng for a March 1 report from
mobility ahd functional equality of
support of various campus constituenthe President's office regarding the
women," and co encourage movement
cies continues to be part of our wo~k. . status of this long-stan~ing_project.
toward the goal of full participation
And, of ~ourse, many p~oblems r~mam.
The salaries of women m acade~e
of women.
Des p1te a marked 10crease 10 the
are still lower than those of men with
Since that time much progress has
number of women in medical, law and
comparable training and experience.
been made in the status of women in
graduate schools, most women still
Nationally, female academics earn
higher education. The Commission has
major in traditionally "female_" fi~lds. · about 85 % of the salary e~rned by their
been instrumental in making both small
Shortages of female mentors m fields
male counterparts. The higher the rank
and large changes at UNH. Below is
- traditionally held by men represents,
and the more prestigious the institution
a list of some of our accomplishments:
to some women, a closed door. National , or discipline, the fewer the women. .
*coordinating an annual Women's
research indicates that women underWomen remain only about 10% of full
History Program
graduates_ feel'less confident about their
professors nationally and fewer than
*promoting the adoption of a Univer..:
preparation _for graduate s_cho?l t~an
5% of UNH ful! professors._· .
sity policy on Sexual ' Harassment and .
men atte~d10g the s~me _rnst1tut10_n
Wome·n co_ntu:i,ue m cons~1tute the
reviewin_g and proposing revisions to
and experience a declme m academic
large majority 6f Operati-ng Staff
related procedures
and c.freer aspirations during their
employees bu,c many of them are
*educating the ·university community
CQllege years.
-clustered in the lower pay ranges, often
on issues relating fo the recruitment, ·
Ser_vices 'Yhi~h could ma~e the
with starting salaries -of lei5s than _hiring, and retention of faculty woment.
pursuit of education more possible for
$10,000.
'
~promoting the adoption of a Non- .
nontraditional women (and. men)
Women accounted
half ofall PAT
sexist Language Policy and "Guidelines
students. need long-term commitment
staff in Fall, 1985. However, 77% of
for the µse of Nonsexist Language"
;on the part of the University. Specifall women PA-T's remained in the lower · *recommending the development
of
1
ically, ~hild care remain~ a ~ritica_l need.
pay rar:iges. Some of these ~d~fitiencies
a faculty committee to foster a more
For thirteen years, begmnmg w1th the
are berng addressed by g1vrng them
.equitable educational climate
,
Women's Commission's first recomrange movement priority. However,
. *educating the UNH community on
mendation in 1974 to the administraincreased attention to providing range · issues relating to violerice against ·
tion to address this need for studen_ts,
movement of these positions over the
women
faculty and staff, the need for a child .
next fiscal year is heavily dependent
*promoting the development of the
care facility has been examined in
on the legislature's approval of a special
UNH Women's Studies Program, and
committees, -proposals and surveys with
USNH budget request which would
the inclusion of scholarship on women ·
no real movem~nt ~oward the gba~ of
esqblish a pool of funds for this
into the curri'culum
. actually establish10g, an operat10g
purpose.
.
*promoting equity irn;:reases to correct
center.
The UNH Women's Commission
salary inequities between female and
As we en~er 19_87, we a~e ~ncou~ag~d
continues to draw_upon the energy and
male faculty members
by the U n1v~rs1ty ad~rn1strac10n ·s
the commitment of many faculty, staff,
*promoting the development of a child
· stated commitment to build a center
· and students to address these and many
care information and referral network
•through the ap_propriation of $150,000
other issues which affect UNH women
and child care center
' toward the project. Through the efforts
and has, since its beginning in 1972,
*_increasing attemion to employment
of the Child_ C~r~ ltnpl~m_entation
proved itself to be a valuable voice for
issues for UNH staff women including
Cqm~ittee which h<;Ls in~l~ded C<?mcr_ea~ing a. m_ore _equitable climate
pay, upward mobility, recruitment,
m1ss1on representation, it 1s possible
w1thm the Umvers1ty. Those of us, who
grievance procedures and in-service
that a center will be c_onstructed and
have worked and continue to work to
training needs
open by the Fall of 1987. Altho~gh _chat
improve the status .o( women can truly
*advoca-ting for the addition of gynedate w_as announced and _ appltcattons
congratulate ourselves on our part in
cological health services through Uni· for child placement were. accepted,
a· . shaping raistory for wom en at UNH! •., , , versity
Health:Services'
·
.
.
1
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Arts & Features
Paul Simon: .Censur ed and 1nsj,ii-ec/
skills ot musicians who have
survived despite the apartheid
system. The issue with Paul
Simon's album should not be
political, it should be cultural.
There is nothing political
about the fact that Chikapa Phiri
and Baghiti Khumalo are possibly the most original guitarist
and bassist to be featured by an
American artist in a long time.
Why not blacklist them, they
seem to be the reason why
Simori was blacklisted. There
is also a ·whole slew of very
talented American musicians
such as jazz 'drummer Steve
Gadd and progressive guitarist
Adrian Belew who have added
their · bit to the album: Should
these people also be blacklisted?
How about Ladysmith Black
Mombaso? Why doesn't the UN

By Jim Carroll
The Un-ited Nanions Special
Committee Again:s t Apartheid
has censured Paul Simon. Isn't
that ridiculo~s? They claim that·
by recording ., pans of his most
recent album Graceland in South
Africa he has viblated the cul.tural boycott of that country.
It may or may not be ridiculous.
Apparently Simon's album has
been getting a lot of air play by
'state run radio stations ih South ··'
Africa, implying that the government feels that there is
racial cooperation . in South
' Africa despite apartheid. The
A.-frican National Congress has
joined the UN in denouhcing
Simon for h1is apparent disre gard of the boycott. It se~ms that
according to the criteria by

blacklist 'Los Lobos for playing
What Graceland does prove ·
on one of the album's tracks? · is ·that South Africa has some
How about blacklisting Warner very unique musicians. They
Brothers Records for trying" to were not exploited, they were
sell this extraordinary aJbum?
. given every chance that a musician deserves. Anyone who
The fact is that none of the . saw Sim.on perform "Diamonds
s·ongs on this album -really on the Soles of Her Shoes". with
-addresses the problems of apar- Ladysmith Black Mambaso on
theid. The only,.song that even Saturday Night Live could have
resembles a protest song is felt nothing but awe. The only
"Homeless," which really thing th.at .sticks in the mind
doesn't (at least in English) talk with such a performance is the
about anything but ·· moonlight fantastic quality of human voices
sleeping on a midnight lake." singing in harmony.
Other songs deal with the
problems of divorce and changes
They only important ·is sue
in technology and the need to
live up to the expectations of about Paul Simon's album Gracea musician as good as Clifton land is that black. South Afr ican
,Chenier. None of the songs deal musicians get what they deserve.
with apartheid, that only slips Just ignore the South African
in when talking about the South government, they had nothing .
to do with this.
African musicians.

which artists are blacklisted by
the UN, Paul Simon is guilty.
But accusing Paul Si'mon of
contributing to the perpetuation
of apartheid is little short of
calling Martin Luther King an ,
intolerant bigot. -The· South
African musicians with whom
Simon recorded most of his
album voted to allow him to do
so. What is at .issue with this
album is not that in admitting
' that Sou t h Africa and South
African culture exists Simon has '
committed a boo. boo, the issue
is that by recording this album
Simon has made these musicians
more accessible to people outside of South Africa. The music
of Simon's a~bum is something
to be proud of because it feattJres
th~_l:lniql!e and very imaginative

. t.rumpet meister Kurt Holm,
The Damned
both of whom play a big part
Anything
in this Jon Kelly produced disc.
" MCA Records
Among the outstanding
By Arthur Lizie
tracks are the title song, which
· The Damned? Ye's, Damned unleashes the patented Damned
good. After eleven-odd years rhythm attack' accompanied by . ·
banging their heads against the Varian's stately Gothic howl.
wall trying for an American hit, "Anything" has all the right
The Damned seem to have parts in all the right places. If
finally found the right formula. logic ruled th~ air waves, ~his
enjoyed often. This song is gr~at Last year's LP Phantasmagoria Wt)Uld be a hit.
· on record, but undoubtedly, the was a godsend and this . .year's
"Alone Again Or" and "The
true magic must lie in its per- follow _up, /,1.n_ythinr is just as Portrait" echo shades of Pete
formance live.
strong.
Townshend. The latter is
That side offers the Fela
The Damned were there stirring piano ins-trumental
chant "Africa-Center of the when it all started. What their much like some of Pete's QuadWorld." "Africa ... " builds a contempora·r iessuchasTheCiash rophenia work, while the
mesmerizing rhythmic tension and the Sex Pistols lacked, has . __former is just unbelievably
. which is climaxed in .a call and kept them together: a sense of catchy. Tasty hooks and a blazresponse .African freedom cho~ humor. The Damned can laugh ing trumpet work pure magic.
rus.
at themselves and well they
"Psychomania" brea~s out of
The Fela song .also offers should, for they a·re funny. What the pleasing complacency of rhe
interesting insight into the other-punk band had the gµts . second side to close the album
world of pop music. Many of the to do a twenty minute epic while with a quick delicious slice of
rhythms and melodies are sim- conventions called for three music which can only be desreiterate the ' need for a unity ilar co the rhythms and melodies minute tunes? The band has lost cribed as damned good.
among alf peoples. Withoqt a used by the British Two Tone Captain Sensible, but they haThe only disappointment of
cross of cultures, something this
movement ()f the early '80s. The ven't lost their sense of humor.
the nine tunes is the first single
enjoyable would h·a ve never parallel, yet ·d iverse ·aspects of
The band is still led by the "In Dulce Decorum," which is
been created.
·
the music form 'a!'} interesting ever rabid drummer Rat Scabies, also featured on the Miami Vice
The first side features the comparison.
with his trusty compa~ion Dav- II soundtrack. Maybe the song
Roy Ayers tune "2,000 Blacks
Music of Many Colors is a id Varian at his side on vocals. works well with the visual
· Got To Be Free." This song is unique joining of cultures whose The ·two members of the band medium, but on vinyl it is
a joyous celebration of hope, time has come.Now that artists . picked up the train after it left boring.
music and life. The luscious blend . such as Peter Gabriel and Pa~l the station back in '76: bassist
If you want to liste_n to someof African melodies and Amer- - Simon have successfully fused Bryn Merrick and . guita- thing, try Anything, The
ican jazz, mostly the stunning pop and African music, maybe, rist/keyboardist Roman Jugg. Damned deserve credit for
vibropho.ne of Ayer,s, proves to more collaborations such as this •Proper credit also goes to ·back- hanging around for so long, give
be ~1, mix~u i:.~. wbi.ch .c,an b ~ -: ,will be ~ossible, ., , , . , . . ing vocalist Suz-ie, -0\l\~t -~od .. ~9e1p ,a .cha,nce. go~ . . . ., ,. 'I;.,
.,~~,,
•."'?" .. . ~ -:~"'..,,~,.,.,if{,_ , . ~\.; •'f~.s '~~0:. ...~i•.,-. ,.\t_, h.~;/~ .
s-'\f,h .,~,. . l~\ ~J\'.),,
~1 ~ ,•·~ ., ,'·'.-~ •• ~ l't.,#1,.'9~1'_,_ f'f\./ . . ~·~;,. . •-·•t"'~ "\'·•-~!Ji:),,--.~/~ !9"'i~~;~ '

a

Feta Anikulapo Kuti and Roy
Ayers
Music of Many Colors
Celluloid records
By Arthur Lizie
Music of Many Colors is .a
startling reissue of a 1980 effort ·
by Nigerian rebel Fela Anikulapo and American Roy Ayers.
The disc, co-produced by the two
offers a tempting mix of African
and American cultures. The two
-.i xtf l\c!f cl i.a~ .s -~nc.h 1df 9 ~Ctr,~,,
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UNH Winter .C·a rnival ·1987:

By Elizabeth Cote
. A giant pair of lips with a .
lolling tongue carved in snow
· by Sigma Nu fraternity won the
---. 1987 Winter Carnival snow
sculpture contest. Second place
went w Alpha Gamma Rho and
_third place to the American
Society of Mechanical Engi- neers.
The lips, a well-known logo
·. of "The Rolling Stones," kept
with the carnival's theme: Win. ter Rock'n .Roll Blast. In addi tion to the Volkswagon-size·
. lips, Sigma Nu brothers built .
· a band out of snow. The snow
band i!Jcluded a drummer, guitarist, and keyboardist ..
. · Paul Miller, president of
Sigma Nu, said the sculpture
took three days to build; ·one day
to pile up snow, and two days
to a~tually carve the Ii ps and
·band members.
"Some (brothers) help~d
. more than others. EventuaHy,
· . everyone got their hands on it,"
·Miller said.
Milfer said Sigm·a Nu won
-first place in the snow sculpture
contest last year als_o . "We're
proud we won it last year too.
We want to keep the tradition
going. That's why we got into
' it so much," he said.
Second place went to Alpha
Gamma Rho fraternity who
built an actual-size ·5 7 Chevy
out of snow . Bill Tollinger· of
AGR said besides the slightly
lumpy sides,"It looks like you
could turn the key and start it
-_
up."
Third place went to the Amer- .
ican_Society of Mechanical ~ngi- .

.
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,~f i-~:~rt;\l r. rt•~
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,. _;» ,. '"'t ,.r .. it. ·'I'µ

a Rock'n
Weekend

neers (ASME), who built .Pmk
Floyd's "The Wall" in front of
Kingsbury . ASME President
Kelli Kowaleski said the message on the front of the sculp~
cure "No gEEks" was aimed at
electrical engineers. She said
ASME wanted to continue the
friendly rivalry they have with ·
the electrical engineers, and to
· issue a challenge to fhe EE's for
·-next year's winter carpival snow
sculpture contest. ·
The musicc1l events pla-nned
by MUSO for carnival weekend
· were a success, .,iccoi:-ding to
MUSO Program Director Fred .
Hanson.
He said," ( The _Livingston _
Taylor concert) went fabulously.
It was sold our." Also, he said,
"No Such Animal. was well ,
received.
The 3. 5 kilometer cross- ,
country ski race through Coll~ge
Woods scheduled for sa·curday
was cancelled because· of snow
· conditions, according to Matt
Roy of the New Hampshire
Outing Club. . .
"There's lots of snow, of
course, but the top (of the snow)
w·as all icy," Roy said. "Also,
due co the heavy winds last week
a lot of twigs were knocked
down, which got packed into the
snow. You couldn't glide at all.".
The annual Alpha Gamma
Rho Torch Run raised between
$1000 and $1500 for the Leukemia
Society. According to Tollinger,
21 brothers .relayed the burning
torch over 100 miles from
Cannon Mountain to Durham
to li&ht the op<:;niµg· bonfire.
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UNH Ski Club

. .

< .' . .·~.
.

'' - TransportatioflVia motor Coach '
-2 day lifts • · .
.
. ..
. ·• . ~2 nJghts lo<Jging at the R?UndHearth . ,
~ t ..:.
·"
-3 meals (2, ~reakfa~ts, 1 ?mner) . ~ ·•··• . · · · ·. · ,. ~,,- ·
.-Hot- tubs,. ,_ ·.
~ .
-We.lcoining p_art.yl! .. ··. · ~·
..(Jive band, refreshments) ·
.. Experience the Legend!
·· ··
,

}'~>;/, ...

1

Ste .·

Sign~ups an<:J RE!ser~ations ":
Mub tables.every Wed. & .Thurs.

.·. Jhfo: Ray 868-5369 .. •.
-.
.,. .

11 a.m.-1 p.m.

Non-members always welcome! ·..
· . Funded
by PFO~·
:;iw:-·
:
~
•§st~
.
· ·
. '\fC-;, · ,
~-,· · . · ~ ·
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So Glad
You're Back

,MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

by Mike Peters

AtJt>MOW -·
OFTeN·PO .
YOU nJRN
.
INTOA
WeRSPOOOLe?

See You
at
Durha·m Red Cross
Blood Drive

SHOE

by Jeff MacNe/ly

BLOOM ·coUNTY ·
AN 11/f( Ot../1/ING6KOU5 eiPicTIITION HAN65 H€AW IN
111! OFF/Ce5 (Jr me t1'/l&IITY

Bt()(J,tf PICIIYUN6 ,..

IT Wl/5 FINI/UY TIM! /?JI( II mvt.Y
FKANK fllmCU ON 1H€ PVBUC
Hell/.1H 1HKellT Or Al/76,,. AN/l
CH!!f €?/TrJK AKMIINfJ !llm!ONG
l<NEW1HRr WH/11 H/5 f?(/1/l!R~
N6tP!/l Wl/5. .. !Jf<flrlltlY €Xflt./Ctr
,;_ S~XUA/.. 11/JVIC!.,.

· by Berke Br~athed
C(J(//(/1(£✓

'

fJ(Jff5 ...
5/.(JW N'

!ll5Y...
- WVCllN
/J~

tr...

\

H~mpsha tlicks
lTSlHE 1'1'111-.TY AAINIE°'> r!,E SN WAITING

FOR. e,uy [>uc.,::v

f-lA$N'T

bv Jim .Siener
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For R'ent-Sophomore female, ·I ooking for
someone to room with in Durham apt. for
Fall Semester. Call Miche'll(;l in Rm. 4, 24501
Room for Rent in nice duplex. Large kitchen
& bath. Storage. Parking. Kari-van _Route_Newmarket $200 .month. 868-7310 Leave
message:Apt. for rent-Ne_w market. 1 bdrm. avail @
$200/mo. On K-van Rte. ·Low electric bills.
Smoking okay. Avail. 3/1.' Call 659-3941.

Personal Care attendant. No experience.
necessary Mornings and/or afternoons ,
. easy work, great hrs. $5 hr. Call Dan. 692 . 4794 evenings
Li;~-in ~a,iny to ~are for infant girl in.lovely
. seaside town north of Boston , Ghild care
experience and referenGes a must. Pay
negotiable. Call 617-423-2700 and leave
me·ssage for Nick.
Swim Instructor/Li feguard: full-time -~mployme~t r:nid-J .une, through Labor Day
qualified applicants current WSI. P.rivat_
e
swim/Tennis club, Manchester NH. $6.00. $7.00 per hour. Send resume: S~ immers

~ -~Y_
IG
_·E_S
~--

. ADOPTION :.We're a loving: happily-Fnarried ·
Carpentry, painting, home improvement. · , cot:Jple. academic physician and psycho!- .
Top quality work at a l·ow price. Fre~
ogist. E_ager to adopt white newbbrn. ·
estimates. Call Charlie433-2214 evening~.
Confidential'. Call collect 212- 724-7942.

Guitar lnstruction-5tu<;Jy wlth a G.I.T. Grad. ,GAY MEN: Gay research~H seeks volun- .
Technique Improvisational Concepts. · leers fdr a study of the personality char. Harmony& Theory, Ear Training. All Levels.
acteri·stic? of gay men. Confidentiality
Call NOW659-7442
' assured , Contact: Paul Cody, Counseling ·
...___________ . & T8sti'rig Ce~ter , Schofield [iouse, U·n.i ~

--

. ·-- .~'

.

.

~

.

it you are forced to have sex. are sexua.lly
assaulted, or raped and would like to talk
Horses, co-'ws·, sheep Ohcmyt You too c;;an
to woman who t.las been trained •l o help· . sliow. Any interested UNH_st udent.can
in these situations. cal l 862-1212 day' or , show at the Little Royal.Uvestock Show!
night and ask for a 'RAPE ·CRISIS COUNSign-up at Kendall Hall, Barton Hall or MUB
SELOR.
,
TV _Room shelves, before Feb. 20. Hurry'
·Space is limited.
SPRING BREAK JAMAICA: Project Manager needed. FREE vacatiowplus $$$ 1New Hampshire Gentleman Attn. Chuck
800-237-2061
'.saw you Thursday nigh.t~ sounded really·
L,EARN BARTENDING-Spring Break special one-week course. For details call
Master Bartende-r School.. 84 Mc!in St.,
Newmarket, NH Tel. 659 -3718

.. .. .

2145

Person k l -ca/ e Attendant. needed for
disabled per'son-. Pay '$5 Cl0/~r "24 1 /2
hours a week. Qualifications: personal care,
food preparation and ho.usecl,eaning at
Bagdac:i Wo9d Apartrner}ts accessible t o
UNH stu,dents Call Oreg
772-3803 after
7 pm Thanks .

at

OVERSEAS JOBS·. Summer, yr. round,
Eur-ope, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. A'II fields
$!!100-2000,.mo.'Sightseeing. Free imfo. Write
IJC,
Box 52 .:NH 1 Corona Del Mar, CA

PO

92625
-· - · - - - - · - - PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANT NEEDED
ON IMMEDIATE DUTY. For mature dis.abled person residing at Bagdad Woods
apartment. Madbury Road Durham, aG·cessable to UNH students that are on
campus' Qualification is not rea lly stressed
except for the person hired has to be on
ti.me!' Having a warm sense of care toward .
· } iie disabled perosn. Pay is $5.00 per hour
7 days 241/? hours a week. Morning or
• evening meals included . JOB DESCRIPT ION: Assist disabled i;ierson for pr'epa·r.atiori of bathing and was'~ing hair. House"'.
c'!eaning in apartment s.u.ch as changing
sheets o.n bed, vacuuming, dusting and
cleaning off the furniture, laundry an·d
wheelchair maintanance. Meal preparation
for disabled person. shopping for food and
o.ther assorted routines to assist him in
Mis independent living situation. For setting
up an interview periainirig Job' descriptio~
& hi'ring. Call Gre·g: at 77.2-38'03 in j he
, @vening, after 8:00 pm. ·-· - -~ - - Earn $480 weekly-$60 per hundred en-·.
.velopes stuffed. Guaranteed. Homeworkersneeded tor company proj·ect stuffing
. envelopes and assembling materials. Send
?tamped self addressed envelope to JB-K
Mailcompany PO Box 25-87 Castaic.
.California .' 9131 0 ·
·
·
'
Couple needs woma,n to care for infa r:it
" in our home 20-30 hours/week·startin.g
April Hours/salary negotiable. (603) 6642879

THE

F~■- SIDE

Electric Guitar For Sale-"lbanez Musician, "
in excellent condition. fire red w/ gold

Marc and Nate: · No, you. can hot get any
more persona'ithan this.J ack.

hardware, looks and sounds great, $250,
call 868-9637, Mike L.

Th~ Commu,ter/Transfer Cen·ter has the
information yot:J need to find an ar:iartment

. 1980 Olds Omega, 4 doors. pretty good

for r:iext fall. Room 136. MUB.
Female to perforrT) noncontact ·act at ,
bachelor party. One hour work. Must be

REFRIGERATOR $75 full size. Call Peter
659-5683 .

a good dancer. Very well paid. Reply Box .
4349 .Philbrook for interview by Feb. 22nd.

electric Guitar tor Sale: Black Memphis

Serious replies.
Chris K. This is a personal to say we hope
you didn't take it personally. It was just
· _fo_r_f_
un_._W
_e
_ lo_v_e....:.y_o_u_' ____ _ _ _ __

or 862-1323.
BARTENDING COURSE-SPRING BREAK
special one-week course. For details call
Master Bartender- School, 84 Main-, New-

NHOC Cross Country Skiing and Sledding
at Bear Brook cabin Feb. 20-22nd. $1-0
each . For more info. call the MUB 129, 862_2_1_
4 5_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __,,-----,-C-

market, NH. Tel. 659-3718

Hey You Big Jerk! Happy 7 months. I

ForS 9Ie' 1984JeepCherokeeChtef60,000
mi. 4 x 4. Ex. cond. New $400.00 tires.

appreciate yout (And it's all your faul.t).'
With much love, Ha,nk

$8500.00 or 8.0. Call•Mike 862-4561 Stoke
Room 211. Must Sell!!

Attention all avai-lable men. Attractive
female interested in da.ting and good times.

good. I Mope we ca·n cLimb the ladder tq
the roof top and lo.ok at heaven togeth·. er .. Naturally~F. Sattler
·
Hey Fenton-Look, your very own personal.
I'm psyched tor our ne.x·t TP dinner and
spill out guts corivo's . Tak-e care and ski
fast. Felicia .
,

SUMMER IN EUROPE $239: l:.owest scheduled fares to all of Europe from Boston.
Call 1-(800) 325-2222.

condition. Must sell right away. $900 or
best offer. Call Dave 742-9423.

L(;,s Paul Copy. Must Sell $95. Good
condition. Volume and tone controls. 3
pickups combination switch. Call 868-9830

FINANCIAL AID: .Sources located for
freshmen/ sophomores by.computer. Reasonable rates. Money back guarantee.
Academic Fundsearch, PQ Box K, Plymouth, NH 03264

versity of New Hamps hire '. 'our,h.am, N8
-03824, (603) 862-20_9Q
,

LOST & FOUND
_ __________ _
FOUND- Golden-Lab. Weekend of Feb.1st.
Call 868-3411 or 868-33_5_5_·~ - ----- - - - - - - - ···

F:• t ~~~:!
·,

Support Groups for W0men Who Have
Bee~ Abused (assault, sexual assault, date
rape. incest, battering, attempted rape,
stranger rape), Tuesdays all semester, .
3:00-.4:30 p.m. at Counseling-and Testing,
Schofield House .. For more information call
3698 and ask for Dani .

NO2-Come do~n here r,ho~e. Goi~g nuts
is contagious! Love Felicia

PREGNANT?·NEED .HELP? 'Free pregnancy testing and information on abortion and
alternatives. Call 7 49-4441.

Sc e oter here-will try to smile more for
Hey. did you know that ;:my interested · everybocys sake. Not to worry.
· student can show an anim:al at this spring's
Aiken, (#9 Hockey Team} It's about time
UNH Little Royal Livestock Show. Whethef
' you brink back my duck boots to hide my
you like horses, beef, sheep or dairy, signgullish feet. Your .l aceless boots are too
ups are being taken· now. See the General
gay for me. -RO.
·
Calendar for more info. Hurry
Susie and Suzanne, Ya know what? I take
NHOC Cross Country Skiing atid Sledding , you guys in from the cold, clothe you with.
at Bear ,Brook cabin Feb. 20-22nd. $10
warm sweatshirts,, let you watch my MTV,
each. For more info. call the MUB 129, 862-and drink BUD Lights: To think I have to
'2145
send li.ftle Johnny to get my sweatshirts
back! WOYJ, I thought we were tight.

o:

=-::cc===~==.,======;:::==---

For Sa,le-1976 MUSTANG _, I_I (3-lack, 4- 1 All suggestions welcome. Lisa, Cong! eve .
speed, r(rof wiri doyv, ste reo, good racfial . ' GAFU: Friends tell me l'arri ~~azy, 'th~! I'm
tires, some rust-$.600.00. Call 603-659wasting time with you, you'll n~ver be mine. ,
2327 after 6:00 p.m.
That's not the way I see it , 'cause I .feel ·
197 9 PI y mo u.t h Hori z o ~ TC 3 w /
-sp_orts/paokage. Runs excellent, no rust.
Must sell $1000. Ca'II evenings 659-6637

you're really mine whenever you're with ,
me .. Friends are always telling me you're_
a user. I don't care what you do to,them,

, 1983 Ford Thunderbird, AM/FM stereo,
ale, V-6 , 49,000 miles. Call Joyce@ 868-

just be good to me. Love, Not Waiti1ng
_
A_ro_u_n_d_. _ _ _ __

1142
76 Toyota SR5'-Ecoriomical, sporty, 5
speed, good heat, air cqnditioning, AM/FM
stereo cassette player. No ,rust, just
,.
inspected. $875. 868-50 40
For Sale. Couch and chair. Matching ivory
coloreci slipcovers available too. Asking
$75.00 or best offer. Call 664 --9 960 after
5:00 p.m. Buyer will have to come pick up
items. ·

: love Laura, Tricia

Animals-, Animals, Animals' If you lik e

Kate
and Pau1
-·~

animals af"ld would like to show ot"le at UNH
Little Floya l Livestock Show, just sign -up
·· a.t Kenda ll! Hall, Barton Ha ll, or MUB TV
Room she lve s. Hurry though. Sign-up
before feb. 20 because space is limited .

....

' '

,

LISA: Happy Birthdc;iy, Love Lauri
. OPEN RUSH THETA CHI LITTLE SISTERS.
, Become :a part of a gr-eat social ·fraternity.
February 25. from 8-10 p.m. 37 Madbury

For Sale: 35 Meal Ticket 33 left! Will se ll

'--R_o_
a'd_._________ __ _ __

below cost. Call nights 7 49-4930

NHOC Cross Country Skiing and Sledding
at Bear Brook cabin Feb. 20-22nd. $10
each. For more into. caUthe MUB 129, 86221·45

By GARY LARSON

' -Happy 20th Chriss!!.

.

1

Painting
! ., •.
Home Improvement
Top Quality Work at a low price ,:ii
Free Estimates
-

.C alt·Chariie

What abbut those Brian Eno t~pes???

, ; K'C .... J~

we-...

v-rJt.

;:...~ -

r s~<-

- -· -

y ...

" 'I,~..,.,.

f.fu··I , '

J,~J,,-....tly'-'u,•""'d J f'~~f·n.e
1?, . :,o e .,,,,. ~ ·
(it.. f. Cllft il/H'Jf:

: C>1887 PULLO ENTERPRISES
____ : ~,_ _ -- - . ...~.- -~ - .. .....

..

CJ\RPENTRY

Carpentry, painting, home irnproyement :
Top quality work. at a low price. Free
estimates. Call Charlie 433-2214 evenings.

· ,.... _ .... -- -.

.

.. '

. -· .., __ ,_

. ~, .. - ...;_. -
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'~Dirio" make s .sure athle tes are in shape
By Peter A. Katz
- The place looks like Hell. It
is secretly located behind the
wrestling room in the. Field
House. There is a huge devil or
cat painted on the wall with
blood dripping from its red
tongue. There is a steady beat
of metal clanl<ing against metal,
and one sees pain on the people's faces.
And just as Cerbeus, the
three-headed dog, used to guai d
the ·cavern o.f Hell,-Dino ' Elder
s tands watch over the vars.fry
weight room.
·
He is always Just called Dino,
though, so a more appropriate
allusion is to the dinosaur/ dog
of the same name in the cartoon,
"The Flintstones."
Both Dirn/ s are very pig, and
can be mean, but basically they
are friendly .
.
In the TV show, the dog often
knocked over Fred Flintstone
and smothered him with kisses.
When Dino saw hockey play- ,
er Peter Wotton, he yelled
across the room, "It's nice co ·
see you smiling." Wotton raised
his arms, and with a smile on
his face like he. had just received
a puppy for Christmas, said,
"We won one!"
·
In the very next inst'ant,
Dino's blood pressure will rise,
when he sees an athlete doing·
squats_(a· long bar with weights
on th~ ends,_which are -lifted
behind one's head and on one's
shoulders) without a helper, or
"spotter."
/
. He now really yells, "Where's
your spotter?'.' and ·rushes oyer
personally tO supervise. After
the student is done, Dino walks
away shaking his head in his ·
hands· and saying the kid will
never lift in the room again.
Dino is very serious about
weight lifting and his respon-

sibi1ities to the 700 varsity
athletes he $ays use the room.
He says he knows within one
pound the maximum a person
can lift. Football player Jim
Prendible was seen doing arm
· curls and immediately was commanded co see Dino.
Asked how many repetitions
he was doing, Prendible said ·
four. D ~no doubled ic
"Dibble," as he is known,
accepted the added punishment.
He later bhrncly described Di-· .
no's style: "He gets on our ass,
if we don't do what w~'re
supposed to. He yells."
·
"You don't think ·he's paying
attention," Dibble said. "He may
be talking to someone, but he'll
yell at you if you're not doing
it right."
In the very same breath, '
though, Dibble 5\ays Dino is
nationally-known and has been
offered jobs at bigger schools
for more money.
He has stayed, Dibble s.rys,
because he is a simple small- A "spotter" gets ready to lend a helping' hand to one of
the
town New Hampshir~ guy, who
supervises.
(Craig
Vosburgh
photo)
loves the state and its teams.
He says Dino has also written
Lombardi, who was admired not
Dino jumped out of his chair
for weighdifting magazines, like
so much because he won many·• and as he was running to Milton,
"Muscle and Fitness." Since
championships, but by the way yelled, "Come on Derrick! I wane
these magazines usually feature ·he handled his players.
to see it, before I go -ro class."
such well-known people as Hulk
Lombardi's philosophy was (Dino was substituting for a
Hogan and Mr. T, and Dinq's
never have to have the players football teacher in 10 minutes.)
physique looked1like he could
feel too high or too low; those
Milton immediately began,
use some exercise, Dino was
who were excited had to be but lifted the bar only four of
asked if he was up.:.co-date .in
calmed down and those who the necessary five times. bino
the more scientific approach~s
were UP'Sft had to be cheered wal}{ed away disappointed.
to conditioning.
up.
· He got his message across, .
"I am not up-co-date," he said
Only a coach who is also a though, because Milton said,
honestly. "I am an innovator: · friend can be able to do this, "He's right in the long run to
We have programs here that
because it means both talking start working hard now." Milton
other schools don't have. I am - to a player and li~tening to him. explained_. that for foatb.all playa leader, not .a follower. How
Dino can do both.
ers, February, March and the
else can you find the truth?"
When fullback Derrick Mil- summer are the only times they
It is the way he treats the
ton was about to bench press.., can really improve their
students, though, that makes
325 pounds, all 15 people strength, because otherwise they
him great. A fair comparison
stopped to watch, but then he are too tired from · getting
. would be to the late Vince
hesitated.
tackled and have less til!le,

(continued from page 24)

By Paul Sweeney .
an athlete who he believes is
for the track team is this vJeeIn what coach Jim Boulanger setting a standard for younger
kend in Dartmouth.
· called the most aggressive; UNH tracksters.
The women's track team was
competitive performance he's
Much to Boulanger•s-delight, · also in action over the weekend.
seen in five years, the UNH UNH also fared decently in the · In its final 'meet before the New
track team finished fourth out running events at the Easterns. E.ngland championships, the
of fifteen tearps at the Eastern Alvin Ross won the 60-yard
team travelled to BU to take part.
in a non-scoring meet.
Championships in Connecticut dash in 6.52 seconds and the
· ·
last Saturday.
_distance medley relay team .of . A few more runners qualified
The Wildcats ended the meet Ryan Landvoy, Gary Gustavson,
for that New England Cham with 68 points, trailing only' Brian Rhodes and Randy Hall
pionship date and a school
first-place Southern Connec- won that race in 10:43.02.
record w~s . set among other
ticut, UMass and UMaine .
happenings at BU. The two "The addition of the football
' Maine's 69 points barely edged players to our .team (Ross : mile relay team of Jeanne KerUNH out of the thirJ spot.
ins, Tara Teevens, ,Mary BomNorm Ford and Todd Urbanik)
_· '] was very pleased with our has helped our running events,"
baraier and Dawn Enterlein will
performance," said Boulanger. said Boulanger. "Our runners
be going to the New Englands
."I would like to have beaten are young, but I'd say they will
as their 9:42.2 timing at Satur_Maine because they are our be strong in two years.':__r)espite day's .rpeet qualified them as well
biggest rival, but we made a having no money to recruit high
as won the event.
good attempt."
school track stars, B.oulanger
Freshman Michelle Johnson
Once again, UNH scored still feels the UNH track .team
will also take the trip to the New ,
heavily in the weight events ; makes grea'c progress. "With Eng-lands. Her ticket was a 37' 1
• led by Ed McCabe. He won the a bunch of walk-ons in the
1/ 4" toss in the 20-pound
35-pourid weight throw with weight events, we're the strong- . weight event. The same event
a 50-foot, 5-inch toss and also est team in that area in New
was won by Wildcat Jen Shepley
took the shot put with a 56'10 · · England.'' He can see that same who set a UNH record with her
1/ 4" throw. Boulan_ger has success coming from fiis runners 44' ✓3 3/ 4" toss.
nothing but raves for McCabe, -in due time. The next time out

RECREATIONAL SPORTS ,
The tandem of Dan yalluzzi ·and Michelle Roy (266 points) captured the Undergrad/Grad student
category while Don and Lynn Hyliger (216 points) took the honors in the faculty/ staff group of
the Dynamic Duo competition Friday.
.
The teams competed in aerobics, foul shooting, volleyball serving accuracy, strength tests (push:"°
ups and sit-ups), silly games (orange pass and water baloon toss), obstacle course and swimming

1

events.

For winning, the Valluzi/ Roy pair and the Hyligers will recieve one free pizza per month for
I i _,y
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because of longer practices.
Earlier, freshman receiver
Chris Braune talked to Dino
about his recovery from knee
surgery. This time a player
needed encouragement.
Dino told him he was doing
fine and said, "If you can get t.o ·
lift 280, I'd be pleased for you.>'
Before Braune had come over
Dirto explained his role in lif~
with pure optimism.
.
''It's· my job to prevent injuries from happening. It is frus. fr~ring, bcc.mse ',1/ith all my best
effort·, the kids ge~ hurt and you
have to start off from scratch
again.
"As long as they get back up•
whep they're knocked down,
they'll do OK."

_ _ _,l\1EN'S HOOP _ _ _

T rackst ers impres s c oach

ayearfromtheTinPalac erestaurant:. }J;•,:_,r ,1 I,,_
,:,.,': ." -13' ./c/_,_:i· <
c·: f'/ JJ . ~-'· ~ •. • 1 ~. . - -~. J'• r.,.\_ ,J
_ I f f f'-'j~· .:,•\c. . } fr.:·'"'.' . .,..

700 athletes that "Dino"

_l,
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With 1: 17 left to g~ and the - is asked to do arid it simply
Wildcats trailing by three, Sie- becomes a question of conf ina's Brady popped a three- dence. Once one of those close
pointer that broke all the UNH · games go their way that con, hoop team's fans' hearts on this fidence should come.
Valen~ine's Day·. . From . that
Freshman guard Mike Lunney
point on all the Wildcats· could agrees. "That one win in a close
do was foul an Indian and pray game will work for us." Lunney
for a miss from the line. Even mentions that another key to
that became a task for the team winning some of the upcoming
as Siena shot a perfect six for games is "forgetting about the
six from the stripe. The game losses." The freshman looks
concluded with 'yet another · forward co the final few contests
' deceiving final, 71 -59.
and foresees some victories and
A matter of "trying too hard" more importantly "momentum
is what UNH's Assistant Coach goiµg imo the playoffs."
Bob Berry called it. 'The kids
The squad travels to Hartford
played very, very well," said tonight for a shot at the Hawks.
Berry with emphasis on the Confidence should not be much
very. "They were really ready of a problem during this gar:ne
to play ." He feels that maybe seeing as how the Hawks are
the team gets a little ·impatient one of UNH's three victims this
·during crunch time. He says that season.
the team is doing eveything it

_ _---.!...:W~OMEN'S HOOP _ _
(continued from page 23)
a disaster for Sanborn's troops.
At rimes, the shots that were
·taken were not the most advised.
"Our s.hot selection was very
poor in that half," admitted
Sanborn. The Wildcats, despite
being outscored in the half, 4023, rook more shots (32) than
the Huskies did (29) . But the
shots just weren't falling. While
UNH could only connect on ten
of ,~,h~(r' .1 §-~PAd A~Jt 1s,l~H)~.s,,~
UConn watched.rlS •s--hot,s fa.JI,
~
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through the twine for a sizzling
62 percent .
Contrary to the last few
games,. the rebounding was the
lone highlight. "We rebounded
much better and I was pleased
with · that," said a relieved
Sanborn. "We practiced pretty ·
hard ·on it and it seemed to
work.''. UNH was only outre~
bqunded by four. "I think if we
CaJl ~tµy ,dos~_,Ii-ke__Jhat;. W€'ll rbe -,
al_rightt,;' ;s_h,e ~i-d:,' · u· , r
·1
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Women's ·hockey team just k~eps rolling
· goals in the game. It would be
o romp over the Bruins.
Even the most lion-beart~d
"We have a lot of veterans just as easy to list the line-up
contender has to be intimidated from last year'. s team that won of .the -team as it would to
by the powerful scoring att21;ck the ECAC d-iampionship," said mention those who handed out
of the UNH women's hockey Mc~urdy. "Still, we didn't store assists.
McCurdy believes the team's
team. In their lasr four games, a lot of goals last year and they're
the Wildcats have outscored the all conscious of that." The 13-1-3 record is the result of a
opposition :29-2. What makes returning players are helping work ethic that stresses doing
·tha.r even more overwhelming to give this year's team more whatever it takes to win.
is . the . fact then:~ is no one of a scoring punch. Veterans "They've Hve.d that this year,"
dominant line doing most of ~he Shelly Difronzo, Pam Manning said McCurdy. "When they play
scoriHg.
and Karie Stone all scored in -that way they are tough to beat.
. ''This is really something," the first period against Browq It's always a 110 percent effort."Th~ coach believes that the
said coach Russ_ McCurdy. "This as UNH mounted a 3-0 lead.
McCurdy is also please1 with team's hard work does more for
is rhe b"est b.alance of scoring
/ we've ever had.'; For McCurdy the way his new players have their success than skill or talent.
The end result of the hard
to re.fer back to all the great fit right into the team. "We have
teams he's coached over the past some freshmen who can sEore work is this y~ar's balanced ·
decade and say that th irs years · and they have really added ~he attack. "There's no Gretzky out
is .the mightiest scoring machine right ingredient to our team." there, everyone has got to be
· he's ever had, something really McCurdys aid. "They make us going for us to play well." sai4
must be cooking.
.
more productive as a ream." McCurdy. "lf that happens, we
we are
' .. "ff1 we're determined .to o_ut- First year players Andria Hun- can pull away because _
play a team, then we can do so," ter and Laura Prisco contributed a strong team." .
Providence comes to Snivley-.:.
s,aid McCurdy. "There are times ~ goal apiece to the Wildcat
on Sunday for a 2:00 matinee
when we· wou _ldn't l~t anyone onslaught on Sunday.
outplay us." That occasion
Sue Hunt, Amanda Moors, with UNH. This game should
popped up again on Sunday .and Lorna Moody rounded off be a nice preview df things to
night against Brown. The Wild- the Wildcat scoring feast that come when ECAC action rolls
cars got go.als from eight dif- buried Brown. Hunt was the · in the beginning of March . .
ferent la ers, roducin a--'-9_k- ter ·to score two

By Paul Sweeney
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T he women's hoc;key team is _enjoying a fine. season.
drubbing of Brow n boosted their record to 13-1-3. (P aul '
Tolme 'file photo)
I
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Wildcats hu~t
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from~the,: sc old.
By Paul Sweeney
t'That's not the greatest thing
that CO'=!ld've happened to us at ,.
Boston University knew that
this point, " said Urquhart,
_.. the UNI-i wrestling squad ~oming to meet them on Sarutd,iy knowing the New Eriglands are
less than a month away. "Now
was a red-hot item . Entering
the meet, rhe 'Cars ·}.J a tU r ed a i we're _g o in g ,ro h ave to move
10 -zf rec<.>rc1 and
s tring of . people around and hope SOffi(:'
kids can 'P,'ick up the s,lack.''
impressive consecutive vi·c roMike Caracci did his best tories. Something had to be _d one .
provide s_o pne Wildca·t warmth
by the Terriers in order to
to rbe .frigid gym. The 118simmer the Wildcats down. So
·pound sophomore notched
they did leWhen the. UNH. grapplers. three solid victories_, highlighted
by a 7-3 decisiqn over BU's Tom
arrived in BU's Case GymnaThe UNH ~rew tea~ pertormed tndoors for a change .. (Craig Parker phO.!O)
si-um, tfre overcoats they had · Foley, Caracci:s · Ne w England
rival
and
two-t.ime
defending
worn in from the outside needed
champ for; that weight class at
to be'kept oh inside the freezing
the New Englands.
.
gym that welcomed the'm. "I
don't know why, .but there ' "He's wrestling the best out By B. Coker
McGaffigan. 'The emotional- · lowing times: McGaffigan, 8:03;
of anyone .right now," Urquhart
wa_sn't any heat," said UNH
and mental experience gained
Matt Apgar, 8:08; Matt Miller; ·
C>ach Jim u'rquhart. "The only said. "He hasn't lost since we
On Sunday, Boston's' Massa- .by being a ,part of the Crash B's . 8:17; Warner Jones, 8:36; Neil
went
·
to
Florida
(
the
beginning
·
vents were blowing out cold air
chusetts Institute of Technology · is something all of us will pur Fitch; 8:37;John McDonald,
of the year)." In beating Foley
and it was tough to stay warm."
ho$ted the Crash 13 World to use -iri 'o ur .rowing here ( at( 8:37; and Sean O'Connell; 8:'38:
on Saturday, Urquhart knows
It's doubtful BU pre-planned
Indoor,..Rowing Championships. ' UNH),.and I thi.nkthat will help These times we.re personal bests ,
Caracci has a legitimate chance Six UNH oarsmen competed · elevate our whole program."
this situation, but it took the
for the Wildcat rowers.
to take the New England title
desired effect on the UNH team.
The 2500 meter men's open
with over 700 collegiate and Female W ·i ldcats als.o com- /.
In a quad-meet, the Wildcats , and head to the nationals.
event was ·won by USA's Andy peted and Cindy Briggs almost
world class athletes.
_
',' H~'s i~ contention_for the
basted Maine 48 -3, but fell to
"Overall, it is a pos-itive Suddeth with a time of 7- · made the finals in the event with.
title, that was a good win foe
, Springfield and BU by decentminutes, 38 seconds. · UNH · her perfor~ance.
experience that 'we will take
him, it wasn't a fluke." said
sized margins. ''With the cold,
back with us to UNH," said Jim
oarsmen ·finished with the folUrquhart. Foley had beaten
the wrestling mats ' were hard
Caracci earlier this season, so
and it_was like wrestling on the
floor," said Urquhart. "The their match at the New Englands should be outstanding.
other three teams were in the
"He's on a roll so he can ,beat ·
same boat as us, but it seemed
him again," said Urquhart about
to bother us more."
By Rick K,ampersal.
Coach Kathy Sanborn, "We only
The key to th~ .g ame was the
Caracci:
U n_fortunately, the cold took
·Al Capone would have been trailed by seyeh (37-30) and we outside attack of the Huskies,
- Many of the matches UNH
more than victories away from
proud of this Valentine's Day .felt we could win.'_' The game notably freshman standout Kris
lost to BU and Springfield were
the UNH wrestlers. "Our bigmassacre. The wc.>meH's basket- also marked the, first time this Lamb. "She' was· something,"
gest problem was chat we had close. Chris Murtha, Steve Rusball team travelled down to the · season that junior guards Me- said Sanborn. "She's only a
sell and a host of other Wildcat . University of Connectic'ut Sat- li·ssa . Pfefferle and Michelle -freshman and she hit some
some starters get hurt," said
wre.stlers
lost
to
their
opponents
Urqlu han. Wildcat heavyweight _
urday to take on the Huskies and · Altobello have be'e n "pair'e g pretty important shots for
·,
and co-captain Con Madigan I by one point.
they were probably sorry that together, this due to the clavicle the1n;" Lamb, making· a home ,
The Wildcats return _to the
went down with a shoulder
the bus didn't break down. injury suffered by Karen Pinkos. from the peri1_n eter, tall_ied 21
injury'and Sean Condon and Ted BU gym, . hopefully heated this- . When it was all over, the host And, according to Sanborn, ,points on ten fOF 20 shooting
Curley were "also hurt. "The cold . time, this coming weekend for: ' team had beaten the 'Cats hand- · Pinkos absence showed. "Her and .also grabbed ten rebounds.
gym maY':have been the prob- another quad-meet against Set- ily, 77-53.
not being there definitely hurt «That's huw ·they hurt us the
lem, - some muscles weren't on HaH, Wagner and Farleigh
As has been the case for much a bit," said - Sanb<>rn, being most', " said . Sap born. "With
wa_rmed up," Urquhart _said . . Dickinson. All should be gooo · of the season, UNH played a carefu'l ~ not pin the loss on perimeter shooting."_ .
W 1th the tnJurtes; Madigan, tests to· the Wildcats, who respectable first half and' then this one factor. "Melissa and .. The second half prov~d to. b.e
Co:n.cfon-' an a¥ .Cttbley'#<fn_~·,h.a ye'-' snd~enly}'h;fq tliemselv~s wirt1-r dred in the second. "We really Michelle have played toget her;r.1, ·,.,_i.r-s:'r ·.vv i,·; ,~, , __,, , , ;, •., ... , ' ' ~, _,.
to sit the rest of:nte ~11sot1·(ilit-.1,: a reva'mpedifihJ.!.&p'.l ' i ,,./ .1 I 1 1' I . ·, did play a -guod..,firsr forlf:,~ said- - before ana ·cney playea ·well:" -- "-~WOMEN'S-HO'O P; page 2r -
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'Cats ·troutlced by UConn
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Sports'
Gymnas ts get it together ~ topple UMass
By Colleen Donahue
The UNH gymnastics ream
is coming on strong. UNH won
the meet last-Saturday before
a huge Valenririe's Day crowd
against the U niversiry of Massachusetts, scoring 175.45. "It's
a pretty good counting score,"
head coach Gail Goodspeed said.
"Ir's our second highest home

were ex_cellent on bars'," Goodspeed said. "I couldn't have asked
for more." UNH rook the five
top slots (with a tie f,o r fifth)
for the meet' s, uneven bar event:
Denise Brackesy, 9.3; Peggy
Donovan, 9.2; Diane Aubut,
8.95; Betsy Anderson, 8.9 and
Nancy Doherty, 8.8.
SCOre."
I
Goods peed also nore<;l the
Goodspeed is still hoping to "great improvements" on beam ·
hit the 180 mark in their final that UNH made. "We had four
home meet (Mar. 7, against f,E1lls,; rather than, ten," GoodsNorrheasrern University). "We peed said, obviously pleased ..
still have to qualify," Goodspeed With a slight change in Satursaid y referring to the NCAA day's line up, Patty Converse's
regional competition. "Ir's not return to com petition ( she
automatic (qualification) .. We scored a 9.1), UNH . managed
need high scores between now to beat the University of Masand then." Fortunately, for , sachusetts for the balance beam
UNH, Goodspeed is very op- event. "If we improve by 50%
timisti~, and although she .con- each rime, I'll be very happy,"
cedes that a lot of training is Goodspeed stated:
·
needed "everywhere," she pre- · ' "Vaulting is weak," Goodsdiets to have a stronger t,eam peed said. "It ·has been weak ·
by the first of March.
most of the year." Elaborating,
"We still have a long season Goodspeed expla·ins, " ... a.1in front of us," Goodspeed said, rhoug.h usually vaulting has been
and arhough the gymnasts are easy for us, this year's squad
now performing lower-level- hasn't heen strong yet." She
difficulry skills ... " and doing maintains that it is a "quesriof,1
them well," the gymnasts are of having everybody 100% at
working on increasingly difficult. , the right rimes."
skills in practice. These, GoodsThis Sunday, the Wildcats
peed hopes, when performed will travel to the University of '
well, will give UNH a higher . Rhode Island w face URI and The U~H gymnasts won easily this past weekend. They travel to meet Rhode Island and
total score.
·
Yale University. "It wil-1 be a -X:ale this Sunday. (Craig ·~arker photo)
Last Saturday's meet was, good meet," Goodspeed said.
according to Goodspeed, de- Kim Fuller, MicheJI~ Sawyer
pendent "on the upperclassmen and possibly-Diane Aubut will ·
S_
·. 1·
.
to pull thiqgs through . " return to com petition. Betsy ·
\
Freshmen Kim Fuller resred ·- Anderson, ·Goodspeed believes,
without a struggle. As a matter' The Wildcats fought back and
this weekend, and Dina Peter- will prove to be "ar.: all-around . By'· Stephen Skob~leff
even manged ro recapture the
son, due to a back injury, was force this weekend. ·0 oodspeed
Take away all of the statistics. of fact it was the Indians who
lead when - Andy Johnston
also unable to compete. Still, also added that the three teams Get rid of all the records. Pay did most of the struggling. They
canned an 18-footer with 7:08
Goodspeed wa.s very pleased are "ap very -_equal," b.ut her no attention to the standings. had to oyercome not only a 35r emaining. 'This lasted for a
with the performances of the · overt confidence in her gym- Just watch the UNH men's 30 UNH halftime advantage but
paltry 26 seconds though as
competing gymnasts. "We really nasts slights this statement.
basketball team play basketball. also a zealous pursuit by Coach
Siena's Dwight Walton laid in
Bel'ieve it or not, you will s.e e Gerry Friel's men late in the
tw~o of his 14 poin ts following
that the Wildcats play the game second half.
an Indian timeout.
·
Siena gained rPieir first lead
well.
Siena's lead fluctuated back
The Siena Indians will not of the final 20 minutes at
and forth from one to three for
deny this. Though the tribe did the 13:33 mark when forward
come up with the win ·over the · Rick Williams bounded mate t he next three minutes as UNH
held--tight. The Indians couldn't
'Cats rh1s past Saturday, it wasn't Matt Brady's mi~.s for a bucket
s}:iake them. But, as has been the
a piece of proverbial cake:
, of his · own. From there the
The ,Indians had to dig deep Indians jacked the lead up to six case for the past few games for
into their teepee of tricks to pull before the Wildcats could score ot1;r home ream, the last minute
and a half proved disastrous.
this one out. The Wildcats, as agam.
Then came the hot and heavy
By Chris Heisenberg
coming off a 5-2 lo.ss to usual, were not handing the
ursuir from New Ham shire.
ame over to their o onent
The UNH men's hoc.key · Vermont which does not count
squad will travel down to Boston in Hockey East standings. They
College tomorrow night to face will face BC-again at Snively on
the league ,l eaders at Walter Saturday.
The 'Cats have BC, Lowell and
Brown Arena. They currently
trail Providence by three points, NU left on the schedule, each
arid Nort.heasrern by two points in a home-and-home series.
· in the chase for the final playoff They will h,ave ·a show9own
with NU, 1perhaps for the fin<1-l
spots.
The 'Cats have received help playoff spot, on the ·season's
. from the rest df the league as final week. The last game will
Boston U niversiry twice downed be at Snively, a place where NU
Providence in overtime the past has had all sorts of trouble in
week, and Northeastern also fell the past. In a tie-breaker the
winner of the series will take
twice, once in overtime.
Boston College has been in the playoff slot. ff that remains
first place for the entire season, tied ( they have each ,won one
and are ranked third overaJl in so far), the total goals scored
the latest national poll. Their will determine the winner.
sco r ing strength is led by so- UNH has the advantage thanks
pho more Craig Janney (Boston to a 9-4 victory at home.
Bru ins' first round selection), , The Hockey East league anwho leads H ockey East in ~cor- nounced that next year each of
i ng . The next th r ee league the teams will face each other
scorers are also \Eagles, as senior only three times, and WCHA
Kevin Stevens, and juniors Dan reams once each, as they do now.
Shea and Ken Hqdge-are on the There will be a total of 26 league
games, _as opposed to the 32 they
charts.
. For UNH the 'leading scorer currently play. Each of the HE
is senior captain James Rich- teams will also face the U.S.
mond, followed by sophomore Olympic t~am once in an exhi- The littlest Wildcat of them all, , '()'erek' 'Couni:s· (10) , 'goes up against
' '· ·
Steve f-!orner. The squad is ,biti6n game'.
(Craig',Parker photo)
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I n d.tans ca'·1p·, W Idc· a· _ts'

Playoffs within

.reach for 'Cats

